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“Infpenaeeae § youth anddynamism makeit highly resilient, New developments and opportunities

constantly pela o oats and increasing pervasiveness make it resistant to all but the mostill-conceived

and consistently misguided policy initiatives,” — Ralph Weindling
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Entrepreneurial development has assumed great importance and has becomeone of the dominant topicsee
With the world Moving towards the 21st century — an era of technological advancements and achievements.In the
Context of rapid industrialisation in India resistance to change can be resolved by involving human resourcesin the
Process, The remedylies in fostering an entrepreneurial spirit among the people.

The professional expertise of entrepreneurs, no doubt, contribute to significant inputs to the country’s economic
development. The need for a broad-based entreprencurial class in India arises from the needto speed upthe process of
activating the factors of production, dispersal of economic activities, creating employment opportunities — thus
leading '9 economic growth. It is now well recognised that entrepreneurs can be developed through appropriately
designed entrepreneurship development programmes on a sustained basis.

It is knownthat a project is planned to achieve a specific objective which calls for a specific authority to implement
it. :

Everyproject has three basic attributes: the input characteristics, output characteristics and the social costbenefit
characteristics, The input characteristics define whatthe project will consume. Projects require raw materials, energy,
manpower, financial resources and an organisational set up. In order to make the input characteristics ofproject
explicit, it is necessary to evaluate the nature as well as the magnitude of each of these essential inputs.

The output characteristics of a project define what the project will generate — production of addition goods,
Provision of additional services. In either case,it is essential to have a broad idea of quantitative as well as qualitative
of the project outputs. It also becomes necessary in case of quantifiable projects to assess financial outputs which the
project will generate.

Input and outputcharacteristics ofa project define the impactofthe project on the project implementing body andthe environment. Every Project, however, has a social cost-benefit aspect which affects the current equilibrium of the
availabilities and non-availabilities in an economy and thus involves the entire society in its implications. The sacrificewhich the society will be called upon to make and the benefits which will be accrued to the society have therefore to
be carefully evaluated.

Theidentification of the project characteristics provides the basic information, which along with the information
obtained from a study of the project implementing body and the environment formsthe basis of evaluation of the
feasibility prospects of the projectidea.

More importantly, an appraisal of a project must be carried out in explicit, well-defined, preferably standardised
terms and should be based on sound economic logic. Informal and cursory treatment should give wayto thorough and
rigorousanalysis. The setting up of an enterprise should be based on careful and sound evaluation. Project appraisal
brings credibility to a project and protects from in-built weaknesses. And, a healthy and viable industry comes up.

Project Management

Project management is as much an art as science. There seemsto becertain pitfalls in project management,
noticedacross serveral projects in developing countries. Even obvious and commonsense things are not paid attention,
with the result that they occur with monotonousrecurrence. They are no doubt simple to understand, but not simple
enoughto putinto practice. Numerous examples can be cited — less than thorough feasibility studies, selection of
inappropriate technology, and so on. A powerful constellation of forces serve as formidable obstacles to change.
Continuity of developmenteffort is broken with changes in government. Even in reasonably stable political conditions,
officials in charge of developmenteffort have less time for these efforts; often they are more preoccupied with
pressing immediate problems. Long-term investment, benefits are sacrificed at the altar of short-term expediency and
gains.
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Managementof investment proj
og a . ectsc¢ ‘

micro oF individual project level ) an be considered “i

established through 4 Set of macro-concerning that sector are anal
attention is paid to the technical, economic fiimplementation oftheproject,

hree| .Atthe national level, invesinewrcia, ateTong tional level, sectoral evel end
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economic policies for denciooeed re ne formulated and sectorwise prioritiesysed and suitable Policy ' °s
measures tat €ctorallevel the issues and problemsnancial ‘ taken for resolving them. At the prolect level

‘al, Socialand other project level,
dimensions, in the Preparation, evaluation, and

Supporting and Servicing project internally,
Building up commitment through negotiations, co-
Ensuring adherenceto goals,

Scope of Project Management

The scope of project managementis quite diverse and at the same time interrelated
The nine project managementfunctions classified into:

ordinating, directing,

Scope management

¢ Integration management

® Quality management

Time management

Risk management

Human resources management

Project Procurement management

¢ Communications management

¢ Cost management

In the context of project managementcycle, implementation involves allocation of tasks to groups within the
project organisation. This stage has to be given utmost importanceto derive the intended objectives. Deficiencies in
implementation are also found dueto inadequate planning of projects at the initial stage.

The purpose of any successful project implementationis to ensure that the project activities are completed within
the schedule and the budgeted provisions, leading to desired quantum of benefits flowing therefrom. The project
implementation implies initiating the project, specifying and scheduling the work, clarifying authority responsibility
relationship, obtaining resources, establishing control system, directing and controlling and finally terminating the

project.
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PROJECT:

CONCEPTAND CLASSIFICATION
CHAPTER

 

“Successful entrepreneurs, whatever their individual motivation — be it money, power, curiosity, orthe desirefor

fame and recognition — tryto create value and to make a contribution. Still, successful entrepreneurs aim high. They

are not content simply to improve on what already exists, or to modifyit. Theytryto create new and different values

and newdifferent satisfactions, to convert a “material” into a “resource”, or to combine existing resources in a new

and more productive configuration.” — Peter F. Drucker.

INTRODUCTION

Theproject is an important groundwork ofan enterprise andis also very crucial to the entrepreneur. Invariably, an

entrepreneur cannot succeed in his venture and/or enterprise without a project. By and large, projectes connotes

programmeof action. There are agricultural projects with sub-projects relating to land development, irrigation, soil-

conservation,fertiliser, seeds etc. There are also research projects and so on. The conceptofprojects is intrinsically

woven with all socio-economic and cultural activities. We have made an attempt in this chapter to analyse the concept

of a project, its characteristics and assessits role in the setting up of a venture/enterprise.

The dictionary meaningofproject is speculative imagination; a scheme of something to be done; a proposal for an

undertaking.In this case, two important aspects have to be borne in mind,viz., a scheme and speculative imagination.

In other words, innovation and vision form an integral aspect of a project programme. Jnteralia, these are also

interwoven with the basic characteristics of an entrepreneur.

An OCuerwiew

Projectis defined as a one-shot, time-tested, goal-directed, major undertaking, requiring the commitmentof varied

skills and resources. A project is also described as a combination of human and non-human resources pulled together

in a temporary organisation to achieve a specified purpose. A project has a single set of objectives, and when these

objectives are reached, the project is completed. Therefore, a project has a finite and well-defined life span. Further,

management must have a clear idea as to what these objectives are, so that there can be no doubt as to when the

project is completed. Some people use the terms “programme” and“project” as synonymous, But there is a difference.

A programmeis usually larger in scope,is activity-oriented, and is not necessarily time bound. For example, health
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ramme, educational program : :
oes ce uiajaais. An.daa.eeor industrial development programme, A programme may encompass

aedae THe eae =tpekeeetteranarealleg a consist of one or morefertiliser projects, power

obje ‘ at mecting the programme objecti i i
te valor: the GatpeeL objectives are mati agiesiieseh ares jectives, While programme objectives

A project is a “one-shot” maj ee

averprojec is undertaken, it mil ieaterle
a thermal power project. Even when another thermal

‘i gece
le prev

‘

Pmmon, DUL the “plants” are not. previous one. In other words, the term ‘project” may be

uneFe

Aon- ‘ edie up aplant and when the plant becomes operational, the project is treated as completed. A

roject 18 physical objective, noris it the end-result. It has something to do with the activities that yo on

which must be the same, whetherit is to build a nuclear powerplant or launching a new detergent | oe

Meaning of Puoject
Several economists and bankers have defined a project in different ways. The ECAFE Report by a group of experts

has defined it as “the smallest unit of investment activity to be considered in the case of programming.” The World

Bank has defined project as “an approvalfor a capital investment to develop facilities to provide goods and services.”

Little and Mirless meant by a project to any scheme or a part of a scheme for investing resources which can be

reasonably analysed and evaluated as an independentunit. It may be any item of investment activity which can separately

be evaluated. “Thatis, a project is an appraisal for ‘avestment with the definite aim of producing a flow of output over

a specific period oftime.” Gordon has definedit as “the whole complexofactivities involved in using resources to gain

benefits.” Generally, in agricultural projects, we think of an investmentactivity where we expend capital resources to

create a producing asset from which we expectto realise benefits over an extended period oftime.

rstood in terms of economic behaviour. Dr. Albert O. Hirchmanhas said that “the

a specific location, the introduction of something

tin motion. DevelopmentA project should be unde

developmentproject cannotes purposefulness, some minimum size,

qualitatively new, and the expectation that a sequence of further development moves
will be se

projects are privileged particles of the development process.”

Thus, a project may be defined as a scientifically evolved work plan devised to achieve a specific objective with a

specified period oftime. The three basic attributes are a course of action, specific objectives and definite time perspective.

A project is a productive activity which can be analysed, appraised and monitored independently. A multi-purpose

river valley project is in a sense a gigantic scheme. There are also small projects which call for investments and

analysis. A project has specific objectives in terms of geographic location, specific starting and end point, and most

important — to serve a target population by achieving good investmentreturns. Whatis more,it has an organisation to

implementit as shown below:

Project Objectives

Project objective is an important element in

defining in a precise manner whatthe project is ex

project as a whole. Objectives are the foundations on W

essential requirements for project objectives are:

the project planning cycle. Project objectives are concerned with

pected to achieve and to provide a measure of performance for the

hich the entire edifice or the project design is built. The

(a) specific, not general

(b) not overtly complex

(c) measurable, tangible and verifiable

(d) realistic and attainable

(e) established within resource bounds
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 Box 16.4 Project

-recurring nature with a specified

" emminlpolatnie chaptasesseciitae tact—eerothe ansof a specific objectiveterminal point, Tis a packageof time-bound, scheduled and assembledactivities dedic
of successful completion of a work on time and within the allotted budget.

iri ni ried skills and resources.Project is a one-shot, time-tested, goal-directed major undertaking requiring the commitmentof va

i isation to achieve a specifiedA project is a combination of human and non-human resources pulled together in a temporary organisation
Purpose,

Project is a specific activity on which moncyis spent in the expectation of return.
Project is an approval for a capital investment to develop facilities to provide goods and service

. ific period of time.
A project is an appraisal for investment with the definite aim of producing a flow of output over a specific p
Projectis the whole complex ofactivities involved in using resourcesto gain benefits.

; : ‘are ithi i iod oftime.Project is a Scientifically evolved work plan devised to achieve a specific objective within a specified peripacrcuy
‘ ‘ , Size, location ete,

Project, in the context of development activities,is a kind of investment. It connotes purposefulness, siz oy . : oye : tte i i jective,
Project is a system involving coordination of a numberofinterrelated activities to achieve a specific objecti   [Source : The Manager's Advisor, Peter Barron Stark & Associates.(Communication)]

 Fig. 16.1:
Basic Components

of a Project    

 

 

INTERNAL

RATE OF RETUAN

ORGANISATION
SOCIAL BENEFITS

  
        (f) consistent with resources available or anticipated

(g) consistent with organisational plans, policies and procedures.
Theproject objectives ar€ aimed to complete the project on time, within conWhereas,the objectives of so

templated costs and at a profit.cial projects are service oriented,
Objectives are the foundations on which the entire edifice of the Project design rests. They specify the presentPosition, goals and the time duration, Th¢ basic objectives of a project are:
(i) Maximisation of the market value of equity,

(ii) Maximisation of net present value.

(iii) Maximisationofreturn.

(iv) Increasein the internal rate of return (IRR) at low risk.
(v) Increase in the net present value of monetary flows.
These expected results or goals are to be achieved within a specific period of time,so thatthe entrepreneur can seethe fruits of his innovations and entrepreneurship,
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pparacteriotics af a Pug;

Though various cannotation h
ave been givent0 th

a) Investmentpattern; © conceptof a projProject, they have four basic characteristics:

(b) Benefits or gains: rises:

(c) Time limit; and

(d) Location.

The characteristic features of a project are:
|, Project has a mission orset of objectives

The projectis one single entity

Project calls for team work

Project has a life cycle

2.

3.

4,

5, Project is always unique — no two projects are similar

6. Project is always customer-specific

7. Project is a complexset of things

8. Project is exposed to risks and uncertainty

Project is a motivated organisation

10. Project has to terminate at sometime or the other

11. Project has learning component

12. Project processis flexible

13. Projectjs interrelated

In addition, projectstrives to add value to the society:

1. Development project strives to accelerate the process of development

Projects thrive with community participation

Project involves varied analyses in its successful completion

Each activity in the project is crucial for its success

Project implementation calls for monitoring and control

A
u
s

Y
N

Planning is core of a project

7. Project management coordinatesall the activities from conception to completion of project.

In short, “the project is an economic activity with well-defined objectives and having a specific beginning and

end.” It should be amenable to planning, financing and implementation as a unit where both costs and retumsare

measurable. A well-planned project includes a correct consideration of alternatives, identification of key issues, broad

participation, compactness and enforceability. It should be, neat, clear-cut and of course, spcific.

From the pointof view of resource allocation, a project can be considered as a proposal involving capital investment

for the purpose of developing facilities to provide goods and services. The goodsor services which the project seeks
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_,

to i : . .feet differ Widely. A project mayinvolve the establishment of a new plant for the manufacture of steel ingots,jt
at a “s = the Provision of additional educationalfacilities to a particular ageoe ihe comunity, Get any aimSveloping infrastrcture facilities for the marketing of agricultural commodities. Whatever be the nature of thePp at 4 project will involve allocation and consumption of resources, on the one hand and generation of resources,BOods, or Services, on the other.

Project Approach
4 The discussion above also indicates that project designing should addressitself to possible approaches to Arcawise
evelopmentprojects. Three Possible approaches are usually accomplished. These are described briefly below;

(i) Sub-sector or product approach: The effort is restricted to a sub-sector of production or one product whichCovers a broad geographical area, Examples, of such an approach are found in the projects involving tea, coffee,
rubber or horticultural projects and dairy, poultry or sheep farmingetc.

ii) Functional approach: Theeffort here is restricted to certain development functions like marketing research oragricultural extension projects. The emphasis is on the services and not on the outputor a specific product,

(iii) Regional approach: The effort is limited to a geographically bounded area, within whichthe tasks are usuallyoe conceived. The best exampleis the Integrated Rural Development Scheme (IRDS)as applicableto each of thelocks.

All these approaches have the same goals, that is, the gradual developmentof the total economy ofthe country,The subsector approachseeksto involve ever-increasing numberof subsectors of development.Thefunctional approachaimsat increasing the services and the regional approach implies a commitment to more and more regions. But theexperience in project financing hasclearly shownthatno distinct demarcation could be made as above, notwithstandingthe fact thatall these become compartmentalised in cases wherestate level projects are involved. Otherwise, these are,
in fact, parts of a project approach. This could probably be best illustrated with an example, say, of milch animal
financing.

The financing bank, as perthe above, would develop the scheme as a subsector approach. The definition ofproject given in the earlier pages underlines that the location should specifically be mentioned. Thus, the regionalapproachcriterionis also satisfied. Mere supply of a high-yielding buffalo or a cow would not solve the problem. The
functional approach would now comein when the extension/veterinary services are included in the project.

Project Features

Every project must havecertain features to maintain uniformity and ensure success.In short, these are:

(a) Simplicity and clarity.

(6) Availability of attractive technology to promote the project.

(c) Integration of Lasic production services, especially those of input supply, credit, marketing and extension.
(d) Compatability of the project within the existing administrative mix.

Compliance of the above features and various other factors discussed earlier do not necessarily ensure effective
project financing. A mostcarefully designed project may fail due to faulty management, while a badly designedproject
may succeed given a rich component of good management. Thus,the abovelistis not comprehensive butis indicative.
All these are like tools in the hands of the mechanic or a sculptor. It is ultimately through the managementofthe
resources by application of tools that success is ensured in project financing.
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Project Levels
Project workin its broadest Sense takes place at three level

|
s:

e Atthe nationallevel, Where national inv
and the macroeconomicfra estment lans a toriti ‘

mework ofpolicies plans are formulated,priorities amongsectorsareestablished,
for economic i igrowth is put in place.

e At the sector level, where priorities for j ’ "problems affecting the developmentofth
@ Atthe project level, where individual: . TO} i i ito their technical, economic. f ~~ Projects are identified, prepared, and implemented andattentionis given

Mpanctal, social, institutional, and other dimensions
Only in the abstract can the project Process be described ahe national to the projectlevel. Proj oe AS a sequence of steps proceedingin logical order from

ke place at , |. Project work is in fact a continuum;decisionsoractions affecting individual projectsmay take place at each ofthe three levels simultaneously and ° orin interactive ways.

Project Classification

Anatural corollary to the study of project idea is the classification of the project, Project classification helps in
graphically Expressing and highlighting the essential features of the project be it quantifiable or non-quantifiable, beit
any potential sector, be it capital-intensive or labour-intensive, whetherit will involve small or large-scale saventineitt
— will materially affect the project’s feasibility evaluation is undertaken. As seen already, a projectis a proposal for
investment to create, expand and/or develop certain facilities in order to increase the production of goods and/or
services i a community during a certain period of time. In a very broad sense, a project includesall activities which
are aimed at —

nve ithi i
stment within each sector are determined and the issues and

€ sector are addressed.

1. Increased production of goods and/or services,

2. Increasing the capacity of the existing projects, and

3. Increasing the productivity of these goods/services.

To carry out these activities capital assets are acquired to replace worn-out machinery for upgrading andrestructuring

for modernisation purposes by new technologies.

The real bottleneck for economic developmentin general and developmentof backward areasin particular, seems

to be a dearth of well-worked out projects which can be implemented at short notice. This has been a characteristic

deficiency of project planning. It is of utmost importance to have a large number of well-worked-out projects in

various sectors so that the pace as well as the pattern of investments can be carefully regulated in the context of an

emerging economicsituation. The establishment of a new business unit to manufacture some product or arrange for

the distribution of products of another concernis beset with a numberof problems. The entrepreneur's job is, therefore,

one of the mostdifficult and trying in the world.

Projects can be classified into public sector, private sector, and joint sector. State owns public sector projects;

joint sector projects are owned by both State and entrepreneurs. The considerations for setting up joint sector projects

are: desire on the part ofthe stateto utilise the entrepreneurial and managerialskills of private sector, the ability of the

State to commit huge funds for investment, which private sectorby itself cannot afford.

Modernisation projects are those, where the existing plant is entirely remodelled taking advantage of the new

technology/process to produce more cost effective products/services.

Project: Concept and Classification
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Projects have been classified in various ways by different authorities:

1. Quantifiable and Non-Quantifiable Projects

Little and Mirrless have divided projects into broad categories, viz. goatfiaaegaristenis
projects. Quantifiable projects are those in which a plausible quantitative assessmentof benefits can be soppiaetquantifiable projects are those where such an assessmentis not possible. Projects concerned with industrial development,

powergeneration, mineral developmentfallin the first category while projects involving iealibucinensten ens cetenee
fall in the secondcategory.

2. Sectoral Projects

The Planning Commission in India accepted this sectoral bias as the criterion for classification of projects. A

project may, underthis classification, fall into any one of the following sectors:

(a) Agriculture & Allied sector

(b) Irrigation and Power sector

(c) Industry and Mining sector

(d) Transport and Communication sector

(e) Social Service sector

(f) Miscellaneous.

This system ofclassification has been founduseful in resource allocation at macro-level.

3. Techno-Economic Projects

Projects are sometimes classified on the basis of their techno-economic characteristics. Three main groups of

classification can be identified here:

(a) Factor Intensity-oriented classification: On the basis of this classification, projects may a aga=

capital-intensive or labour-intensive depending upon whetherlarge-scale investmentin plant and machinery or
resources is involved.

(b) Causation-oriented classification: Here projects are classified as demand-based or raweeprojects

— depending on the non-availability of certain goods or services and consequent demand for such BOGUS Eh SENROER

or the availability of certain raw materials, skills or other inputs as the dominant reason for starting the project.

(c) Margnitude-oriented classification: In this the size of investment forms the basis of classification. Projects

may thusbe classified as large-scale, medium-scale, or small-scale projects depending uponthe total project investment.

Techno-economic characteristics based classification is useful in facilitating the process of feasibility appraisal.

United Nations andits specialised agencies are reportedly using the International Standard Industrial Classificationof

all economic activities (ISIC) in collection and compilation of economic data. Since this classification covers the entire

field of human economic endeavour, it forms a useful basis for classification of projects. Economic activities under

this classification are grouped into ten divisions, which are sub-divided into ninety sub-divisions. The divisionsare:

Division 0 Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting and Fishing

Division| Mining and Quarrying

Division 2
Division 3 Manufacturing

Division 4 Construction

Division 5 Electricity, gas, water and sanitary services
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Division 6 Commerce

Division 7 Transport, storage and communications

Division 8 Services and others

Division 9 Activities not adequately described.

4. Financial Institutions Classification

All India andState Financial Institutions classify the projects according to their age and experience and the purpose

for which the project is being taken up. They are as follows:

(i) NewProjects

(ii) Expansion Projects

(iii) Modernisation Projects

(iv) Diversification Projects.

The projects listed above are generally profit-oriented.

5. Services Projects

The services oriented projects are classified as under:

(i) Welfare Projects

(ii) Service Projects

(iii) Reserach and Devisopmbat Projects

(iv) Educational Projects

Otherclassification of projects include:

(i) New projects

(ii) Expansion projects

(iii) Modernisation projects

(iv) Diversification projects

(v) Other projects.

Importance of a Project

Theprojectis of great importance to entrepreneurs for setting up of new venturesand for their smooth running on

an ongoing basis without any hindrances.

Dimensions of aProject

1. They becomethe catalytic agents of economic development.

2. Theyinitiative the process of development — production, employment, income generation and so on.

3. They have consequnces which are long-term in nature.

4. Projects provide the framework of the future activities of the enterprises.
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5. They also Shape the future Pattern of services,
6. Projects usually involve substantial financial outlays.
7. niet . ‘They also initiate developmentofbasic infrastructure and environment.
8. Project commitments cannot be easily reversed,
9. Project Identification brings the necessary changesin society in course oftime.
10. Projects accelerate the process of socio-cultural development.

 
 

 
 
 

   

           
     

   
 

   
 

 
     

Fig. 16.2:
Basic Components CONCEPTUALISING THE PROJECT

of a Project

Does your Have you Is your project} Have you
product Yes checked Yes of matching assumed an

have a global international scala? import tariff of
market? capacities? 10 per cent?

No

5 Abort Project| Redesign your project Yes

| No
Start ]

financing Yes |Have you set a target data within Yes 1s your project
arrangements which global conditions viable?

will not change drastically?   
      

Project Form

A project consists of unique time-consuming activities performed in a sequence. Each prject has some definite
completion time and the cost associated with all the activities of the projecttill its completion is called project cost.
Here there are many complex-tasks, involving a multi-disciplinary approach. The tasks have a dead-line.

Someprojects generate a product as a outputlike a ship or an air-craft. Here, during the transformation process,
there is immobility of the product, it remainingin the fixed man,materials, machinesetc.to differentactivities. Some
materials do get consumed in the process, whereas some machines and manpowerare capable of being re-deployed in
other projectactivities.

The followingis anillustrative list of projects:

. Setting up a Nuclear Power Plant.

. Lauching a new productin the market like Hot-Shot camera.

. Construction of civil works like bridges, buildings, roads etc.

. Conducting an Executive Development Programmelike Finance for Non-Financial Executives.

. Organising an annual Sales Conference.

. Computerisation of Human Resources Inventory.

. Building a modern hospital or stadium or stadia for sports meets.

. Modernisation of outdated textile mills,

. Community developmentprojects — travel, tourism,integrated rural development, technology missions, family
planning etc.

10. Implementation of a change due to technological advance in manufacturing, packaging, material handling etc.
11. Competition-stimulated projects related to cost-reduction, productivity improvementetc.
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In other words, project form suits inter-disciplinary sets of activities to be pe

traints, which mayresult in penalties if there are time and cost over-r
cons

rformed under severe ti

uns with time wages of labour

up pricesof equipment, project approachis finding favourall the more.

Uspecto of a Project
There are two aspects of a project. First, a preliminary asp

financial and economicaspects. Second,the feasibility aspects.

and sometimes, even implementation.

ect of analysing the product,

It contains adequate informa

The important aspects of a project are as shown below:

————————

LL

Aspects
——

Product/Service (i)

(ii)
(iii)

Marketing
(i)

(ii)
(iti)

(iv)

Technical (i)

(it)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

Financial (i)
(ii)
(iti)

(iv)
(v)

Economic
(i)

(ii)
(iit)

(iv)

(v)

Financialviability (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Profitability (i)
(it)
(iti)

(iv)

Financial Projections (i)
(ii)

Socio-economic desirability (i)

(ii)
(iii) 

Table 16.1 Aspects of Projects

Concerned with

I. Preliminary

Choice of a product/service

Technical characteristics of the product/service

Uses of the product/service

Consumerpreferences

Nature of competition

Potential aggregate demand

Likely share of the project

Location
Scale of operation

Manufacturing process

Plant and machinery

Plant layout

Workschedule

Outlay on fixed assets

Current assets

Working capital

Short and long-term finance

Bills etc.

Utility to society

Employment generation

Ancillary development

Scopefor area development

Social benefits

Il, Feasibility

Costs and benefits

Risk characteristics

Viability

Internal rate of return (IRR)

Revenues, earnings

Costs
Profits
Break-evenlevel of operations

Proformabalance sheet

Sources and use of funds

Social goals
Desirability of the project from the larger social angle

Maximum Returns.

me and cost

and jacked-

its marketing, technical,

tion for decision-making
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Mostofthe Various aspects ofa project presented above are studied simultaneously because they are interrelated,Primarily, the projectis 4ssessed for its economic viability in terms of marketing, technical, production, financial and
*conomicaspects.If this analysis suggests thatthe projectis prima facie worthwhile, a more detailed investigationisconducted.It examines the feasibility of the project. The detailed analysis at various stages provides stimulusto itsSmooth implementation, The project has a numberof sub-projects within a project. Detailed examinationofall theseProjects pave the way for assessing the soundness of a project. A sound project is one which is socio-economicallydesirable andit 4Ims at social good of a larger segmentof the society,

The Project Cycte
The project work comprises of severalStages are closely linked an

cycle. The Principal ste
implementation: andits

The projectlife cyc

distinct stages, commonlyreferred to collectively as the project cycle. Thed followa logical progression, with the later stages providing the basis fora renewal of the
ges of the cycle are the identification of a project; its design, preparation and appraisal; itsevaluation oncethe investment phase has been completed.
le consists of three main stages:

1. The Pre-Investment Phase —Thefirst phase of a project.
2. The Construction Phase —This phase consists mainly of developing the infrastructure for the project as

well as creation ofassets.
3. The Normalisation Phase —The Primary objective of this phase is to produce goods and services for

which a projectis established.
The Projectcycleisillustrated in the diagram.

 Fig. 16.3:

oo [PRoJecticycLe q
eteIDENTIFICATIONTe

FEEDBACK DIRECT SUPERVISION, PRE-SANCTIONAND INDIRECT FOLLOW-UP & RECOVERY FOLLOW-UP

\ aeIMPLEMENTATION ——— APPRAISAL

 

 

   

   
Project Identification

Theproject cycle begins with the identification of projectideas that appearto represent a high-priority to achieveimportant developmentobjectives.

Project Preparation

Atthe nextstage, a feasibility study should be taken in its principal dimensions technical, economic, financial,social and so forth to establish the justification of the project.

Projects should be designed with a view to how they will be implemented, A
design of projects need to be adoptedto Icoal, political, administrative, economic,
if success hinges on changing behaviour.

PPropriate design is essential. The
and cultural conditions, particularly

The entire project should be objectively appraised.
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All project identification ang preensure its success. Implementation

Ea-post Evaluation

The project cycle doe eee : ‘ iP yere does not end when implementation is completed and the project goes into operation. The main
ose is to learn lesso : ;

Side 5 sSiinaefiensivas ier the design of future projects and help ensure accountability. Ex-post evaluation should
pro and detailed review of the elements of success and failure of the project for enhancing the
development impact ofproject work.

Pui if Ff = .

India being basically an agricultural country mustgive top priority to rural development.Forthis, rural development
projects intend to provide a sustainedincrease in agricultural output and generation of adequate gainful employment.
Rural developmentprogrammescan be accomplished only by uplifting the individualor the family. As already mentioned,
taking up schemes Or projects for developmentofrural population on individual sporadic basis would at best touch
only the fringe of the problem of massrural development. This scattered developmenteffort leads to wasteofresources.
aes a package of programmeprojects, area development schemes and other means should be systematically
evolved.

Project Planning

Projects neither come out of nothing, nor would they fall from the blue. They have to be planned. Investment
projects should be planned within the framework ofnationalpolicy directives. Priorities should be fixed. Planningis

the most important aspect of project preparation.

Planningis thinking deeply through a problem, examining all the logical paths and writing downall the timesin their
logical and time order. Planning in any project sector should justify the following:

(a) Planning would help to optimise the use of scarce resources.

(b) Optimisation and better utilisation of the existing resources.

Paration workis directed toward facilitating project implementation and helping to
IS 4 critical stage of project work.

(c) Results in the desired benefits.

(d) Within, the budgetary provisionsof a financing institution.

The needfor a well-planned project is now well established. Lack of proper planning, for example, had exhausted

the ground water potential in somestates or are being over-exploited. Improper planning again hadresulted in financing

the farmers desirous of taking hybrid/graded milch animals, going for country breeds, as the advances have not

considered the seasonality and adequacy oravailability of breeds.

Project PlanningMatra

The Project Planning Matrix is the crux of the entire project planning approach.It consists of the overall goal; the

project purpose; the results/outputs which the project manager must achieve and sustain; and activities necessary to

achieve results/outputs.
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Table 16.2 Project Planning Matrix

Project Title

Hye
(th

; e

.
=

Duration
Conny

— tions
Summary of objectives Objectively verifiable indicators Mcans/Sources of verification Important assumptioActivities

Overal Goal (OG) to which Indicators that OG is reached
|

“=e
ee

the project contributes

i f
Project Purpose

Indicators which show the achievement
rors senenemene ene 0

of a successful PP
Results/outputs Indicators, describing the Results

For the achievement of the PP

Activities
Specification of Quantities and Unit/ Euonmetien Gomi tee neccunts  Forbiatengtheseake
Costs for each individual Activity
   

The interesting
indicators and the m

The PPMalso la
calculation ofcosts.

feature of the matrix is thatit forces planners to come out clearly with objectively verifiable
€ans of verification. This ensures that vague objectives are not entertained.
ys downthe resources needed for variousactivities. The specification of inputis importantfor the

This stage involves the preparation of the feasibilitto technical, economic, financial
aspects of the project conceived.

y report of the project conceived. Thefeasibility report relates
and managerial feasibility. This will indicate the technical, financial and marketing
Forthe purpose of preparation of this report, information is, collected, compiled andanalysed in the concerned areas like requirements of raw materials, target market for the product, the technology ofproduction, the financial requirements,the requirementof skilled and unskilled labour, etc. Understanding the marketfor the productis important and a detailed Study must be undertaken, depending uponthe various data collected. Themarket may be regional, national or international, which indicates the probable volume of production that can beundertaken. Also information relating to the existing producers manufacturing similar products, the end users of theproject, the potential manufacturers of the product, the potential end-users of the product and any other possible new

t to must be gathered and the report must be prepared accordingly. Usefulinformation can be obtained for the above purpose from the Annual Reports prepared by the Directorate General ofTechnical Development (DGTD) guidelines for industries, and the industry-wise notes prepared by developmentcorporation.

Understanding demandfor the productis anotherarea whichis significant at this stage. Whether the demand is fororiginal requirements oc for replacementshould be examined. The sensitivity of the buyers to the quality and price oftheproduct and whether the demand is seasonal and normsthatare to be maintained while manufacturing the product,institutional demand,etc. must be carefully considered before arriving at the demandforthe product to be manufacturedand marketed.

CONCLUSION

A project is a schemefor investing resources in an enterprise. It can beriver valley project or a venture small investment.It containsa blue p‘ enoughdetails and analysis of technical, financial, marketing and ec
and programmesfor implementation. Normally, Project servesas the basis for bodies. To entrepreneurs, itopens up a programmeofaction,profitability and economic viability. A project comprisesof severalstageswith sub-projects interwoven and interlinked, A sound project will definitely work towards economicdevelopment.

a gigantic schemelike a multipurpose
Tint of a venture. The project provides
onomicaspects,It also contains plans
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The matrix form of or

specialists whoh

subordinates. E
ordination acros
hencethere

capacity,

ionalre functiona. ’ d. Here there a ;Eanisation is suitable when multiple projects are weeniebese resources—=
; t managerto co- h is therefore co-

d the resources and allow the projec ‘ agers. There ’TF functional specialist co-ordinates several Seay if enramand is aise ~rinciple o ; erin his li
i ments. However, the p sige roject managisaieeebetween the functional specialist and the pro)

iviti tart till theé activities cannot s Ct

pederstorsetuierse vod,Teepmieedlaeaah Scheduling and controllingpredecessoractivities are completed, The project delayed beinusaeSant

of projectactivities by OR techniques like PERT/CPMis there
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1 © PROJECT

IDENTIFICATION

CHAPTER

 

The iden tification ofopportunitiesfor project investments requires an understanding ofthe environment in which

one operates, sensitivity to emerging investment possibilities, imaginative analysis of tangible and intangible factors,

and also an element of luck.”

INTRODUCTION

Project identification is the first step of a new venture. A right direction may enable an entrepreneurto scale new

heights. Otherwise, he has to undergo a number of hurdles in his way. It is therefore, very crucial to entrepreneurs to

identify projects. We have made an attemptin this chapter to analyse the various aspects of project identification.

 

Theoretically, an entrepreneurhas aninfinitely wide choice with respectto this project. The important dimensions

of choice are: product/service, market, technology, equipment, scale of production, location, incentives, and time

phasing. The task of identifying a feasible and promising project is somewhat difficult. Moreoverit is interrelated with

the governmentpolicies, infrastructural developmentand skills of people. —

Project identification is concerned with collection, compilation and analysis of economic data for the eventual

purpose oflocating possible opportunities for investment and with the developmentof such opportunities.

Opportunities according to Drucker are of three kinds: additive, complementary and breakthrough. Additive

opportunities are those opportunities which enable the decision-makerto better utilise the existing resources withoutin

any way involving a change in the character of business. These opportunities involve minimum disturbance to the

ffairs and hence the least risk, Complementary opportunities involve the introduction of new ideas
existing state of a )

and as such do leadto a certain amount of changein the existing structure. Breakthrough opportunities, on the other

hand involve fundamental changes in both the structure and characterofbusiness. These opportunities involve minimum

disturbance to the existing state of affairs and hencethe least risk. The element of risk is greater in the case of

complementary opportunities andis greatest in the case of breakthrough opportunities. Asthe elementofrisk increases,

it becomes more and more important to precisely define the scope and nature ofthe project objectives andto select the

best possible approach so asto minimise both resource consumption and risks and to optimise the return or gains.
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Human Mind has AN infinite ¢mMportant Sources of Project ide

|

ion is one of the
apacity to observe andto innovate and deduct. Observation 1s 0 Mostdevelop investment Seas, The observant mind continuously comes across aliatlonswidesett9ae .

Otherwise, The dearthers The observation may be made during the course of one : vofanindusty ahahCaN provide the atticle o . Particular itticle or service may for instance lead to the creacelOrenEnIT Ns : eakiliteetsctto yet another type ofj aoe n short supply, The availabilityof a specified type of raw materia we $ which

form the baste for the ane Activity, The observant mindis always on the look out for opportuni aks leadtoNew opportuniti wey clopment Of newproject ideas, Observation of the existing processes can some °res and financially beneficial Project ideas,ren would for instance be the case when"n using for Processing Purpose only, Therationalise Project idegS based onpure bserv

fs P
Pure obserythe deductive Process for the development ofTrade and Professional Magazines provide a ySiven bythese Magazines and reportseventually developedinto inveof new investment Opportunitalso necessaryfor him to keliked with his ownline

touch, also Stimulates th

i processing unit decides to manufacture machines whichit has so far
Process of deduction is on many occasions used to supplement and

ations. In innovative units, it often becomes necessary to depend upon
Newapproaches to the solution of existing problems.

ery fertile source of project ideas. The statistics and information
and records of professional bodies often reveal opportunities which can bestmentpropositions. It is very important for every person whois involved in the developmenties to remain in touch With the latest developments in his ownfield of specialisation. It isep in touch with developments in the fields which may be horizontally or even verticallyof specialisation, Studyof technical and professional literature, besides keeping a personalinking and helps in the process of development of newproject ideas.Bulletins of ResearchInstitutes are also a veryfertile source of information for new project ideas and opportunities.

Thesebulletins Senerally give the broad outlines of the newprocesses or products developed by researchinstitutions,
However, the information made available in the research Bulletin may not be adequate for concretisation ofideas.
Further correspondence With the research institute may become necessary.

planned development has been accepted as an approach towards the removal

Departmental publications of variousin the developmentof new project ideas.occasions, The census document whicheconomicstructure of the society and va
to develop newideas.

departments of Governmentsalso provide useful information which can helpThese publications are either periodical in characteror are issued on specialis a periodical publication is a very useful source of information about therious trends in the growth of economy and purchasing powerand canbe used

The project idea is a user friendly concept of what a project should be like. It is the raw expression ofthe desireof the project sponsoring bodyto achieve something. The exactform in which the project idea is expressed is immaterial.In order to avoid unnecessary communications between the project sponsoring body and the project formulation team,the sponsor and limit these in time, space, function and structure,

Criteria for Selecting a Particular Project
After gathering a large number of project profiles, the entrepreneur should consider the following criteria forselecting a particular project:

Investment size: Professional managers, who have workedin multinational companiesor large Indian companies,should think of starting medium-sized or large-sized units only. The investmentsize (project cost) should be at leastRs. 3 to 5 crore. They should not commit the common mistake of restricting the Project size to less than Rs. 2 crores
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so that they need go to all financial institutprojects Cleared bythe all-India institution
Location: A newent14 re rene ws . .‘are are many beckwry, os - shouldlocate his Project to the extent possible, in and around the State headquarters.

managers. This will also facitita enon suchcities. It is necessary to have such a location so to attract competent
. : Als a e ais 2 . a 7 i

and various other agencies. atson with the State Electricity Board, State Industrial Development Corporation

ions, In fact, under the present circumstances,it will be mucheasier to get

S, requiring even lesser promoter’s contribution.

Technology: The first projec
technical collaboration Thisben Should not be for a product which requires high technology, necessitating foreign

: ‘ » AAS Detter to goj i is indi imakeslife casier to begin with go in for product with a proven technology that is indigenously available. It

Equipment: The entredie shoud wat cortnen on,“select the best equipmentas per advice of experienced technical consultants.¢ shou hot compromise on the quality of the equipment. Many e i i
erntunenlecmeat. \ quipment. Many entrepreneursenter into somesort of a deal with the

a “kick-back” and in th 1 i =cometo grief by going in for poor quality sti,re
Marketing: is 5 . . . .‘ ng: It is not advisable to get into a project particularlythe first, which would mean survival amidst cut-+ 0 1 in + 7. . aa . .

.

1
i

thre are n peutiol a oly ing direct selling to the ultimate consumer. One should goin for products with a limited
number (say 10 to 20) of industrial customers.

Project Ideas —
Scanning of Business Environs and Identifying a Project

Project ideas originate from various sources or due to different reasons like the success storyofa friend/relative,
experience of others in manufacture/sale of product, demand for certain products, chances of producing a substitute
of an article imported for which there is good demand etc., and of course, the motivation, background and skill of the
entrepreneur and his associates.

One major aspect while choosing a project idea should be to ascertain the extent of the marketability of the product

proposed to be manufactured, its general use, industries which useit, its end-use and its buyers. You should,therefore,
study the demand and supplyof the productover the last few years to estimate its future demand based on the past
trend. While doing so, it would be necessaryto take into consideration the anticipated changes in fashions, technology
and levels of income ofthe people. If the product proposed to be manufactured has a market throughout the country,

the study should take into account the demand and supplyof the product for the whole country. However, if the

market for the product would be confined to one/two states/or a particular region, the study may be confined to the

concermedstates/region. Manyunits function as ancillaries to major industries. In such a case, their fortunes being

very closely dependent and liked to that ofthe ‘parentunit’,it is very importantthat detailed anlalyses are made on

various areas before the decision to becomean ancillary is made,i.e., areas like, will the unit be totally dependent on

the parent unit, the potential for reasonable profit and future growth,the experience of similar ancillary units, whether

there are any problemsin obtaining payments or supportive know-how, whether the investmentin fixed assets will be

such as to facilitate easy branching off into a newproductline in case the ancillary arrangement does notyield

anticipated benefits, etc.

It will be equally important to judge market demand even when you are setting up a ‘general purpose’ workshop or

service industry, In such cases,it will be necessary to have a clear idea of the industrial environment, the type of job

orders you may obtain, whetherthey will be repeated, who will be giving them local competition, whether there are any

large projects/establishments which promise potential for assured orders, whether your unit will have specialisation in

a particular type of work which will give an edge over competitors,etc.

An import-substitute product,basically, should have a good market in view ofthe general policy to Cae

indigenous production. It would, however, be necessary to have a clear idea of the government's import policy,

present demand,the landed price of the imported item and how yourprice will compare with it, quality differences,
etc.
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    In orderto arrive at reasonable estimates of the futu
the capacity of existing unit manufacturing that product
already been grantedlicences but are in the process of
etc., should be taken into consideration,

re demandfor and supply of a product,informati, the extentofits utilisation,
being established, import and

on relating to
the capacity ofthe units that have
export potentiality of the product

Althoughitis difficult to arrive at a precise forecast for demand and supply ofa particular product Specially sincereliable and up-to-date informationisdifficult to obtain, on the basis of the available datait Should be possible to decide
on future prospectsofthe item Proposedto be selected by you. Towards this, capacity utilisation of the existing unitscould be taken as a broad indication of marketfor the product. Similarly, underutilisation of the existing capacity couldbe taken as a signal forlittle or no scopefor setting up a new unit.

An SSI unit generally enters the market whichis localies =i sed and already has existing manufacturers, The successof
the new unit in competing with the existing manufacturers would demandon a combination ofits capability to identify
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and approach

etc.

A potential entrepreneur can
in the previous section. Some of

its target zs . . .geted customer Sroup andits marketingfeatureslike price, quality, delivery schedule, sales promotion,

gather a numberof project opportunities from the wide variety of sources enumerated
the project ideas which appearto be primafacie not promising haveto be eliminated.

In the entire process of Project ev aluation, project selection criteria constitutes the mostcritical choice, since it
affects the allocation of inv, estible resources of the firm. The criteria will broadly depend on the kind of project
evaluation to be undertaken. Where economic evaluation is undertaken, the focus should be on socialprofitability
raiber can financial profitability. Generalsocial profitability has been the prime consideration for project evaluation
in the context of public investmentprojects or financing of private investment projects by public financial institutions.
However for private sector investments,financial profitability has been the prime consideration. Financial profitability
signifies the relationship between financial costs and benefits. The incremental expensesof the project are related to

the incremental revenuesarising from the project. The variousfinancial parameters,viz. the payback period, accounting
rate of return, Net present value, Internal Rate of Return, Profitability index, are combined in a variety of ways to
assess the financial profitability of the project.

The analysis of non-financial aspectsin project selection are as importantas financial considerations relevantto a
project. The non-financial consideration could be economic, social or environmental considerations as well as benefits
accruing to the economyor societyat large. A project for manufacture of aluminum would be a substitute for imported
copper and thus would have a favourable impact on the foreign exchange of the country. This involves saving of
Foreign Exchange whichis an economic benefit from the outputofthe project. Again the commissioning of a specific
project, would create educational and health facilities to the society at large. In such cases social benefits and costs of
the project are traced to the benefits accruingto the society. A coal fired thermal powerplant would inflict higher cost
on society through pollution of smoke, dirtying the clothes quicker, inhaling of smoke with resultant health hazards
etc. This involves social costs, which is to be reckoned in project evaluation. A hydro-electro project may convert a
rugged rocky barren environmentinto a lush green vast stretches of lands, besides powergeneration. This is the
environment consideration. Or it may denythe existing facility to down-stream inhabitants leading to additional cost
and suffering to the people. This is the environmental cost. Thus,project selection is not an isolated activity. It has a
social economic and environmental context, besides financial viability.

Importance of Project Identification

Project identification is often of great importance for the following reasons:

1. They becomethe catalytic agents of economic development.

. They initiate the process of developmentin terms of employment and incomegeneration.

. They have beneficial consequences which are long-term in nature. |

. Projects provide the framework of the future pattern of activities and services of the enterprises.

. Projects usually involve substantial financial outlays.

. Project commitments cannotbe easily reversed.

2

3

4

5

6. They alsoinitiate developmentofbasic infrastructure and environment.

7

8. Project identification brings the necessary changesin society in course of time.

9 . Project accelerate the process of socio-cultural development.

Project Identification
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The Enterprise Development Centre

The integrated method for facilitating the formation of new enter

centre, This brings together the key inputs face to face with the new

principle components,viz., (1) the intrapreneurship centre; (2) the venture COP)
and (4) the incubation centre.

‘ene ig known 45 the enterprise development

cs ipris tion entrepreneurs: It comprises offive

general . (3) the innovation centre,

riate environment to facilitate the

The intrapreneurship centre conducts research, creates skills, and an approp

setting up of a newenterprises,

, ‘ : . ise.

The venture capital exchange provides the needed seed capital for new enterpris

ion, entrepreneurial
assessment,

e to entrepreneurs.

ceed and grow.

project planning, evaluation,

The innovation centre provides theological evaluat

commercial feasibility studies, and the product development agsistanc

new enterprises to suc
 The incubation centre provides the needed impetus to
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Before starting a small-scale industry, it is mandatory for entrepreneurs to consult the Director of Industri

Service Institute (SISI) located in one’s state. The SISI guides entrepreneurs as to the type of indu ndustries

to start and how to startit. The SISI help them to select the variousitems of eariheetar mtd to start, where

developmentin different areas. It suggests the lines on which project reports for the proposed oe parece 2

for the consideration of various financial institutions with a view to securing fice P e = ous ne prepared

guidance in the selection of proper raw materials and type of machinery is also Selickkoe Semilany, technical

gives valuable information on various incentives available to the small-scale viduagtedoefrom this, the SISI

us Organisations.

Project Feasibility. Analyis

A projectfeasibility analysis includes market analysis, technical analysis,financial .

analysis. Although every feasibility analysis is different andis tailored to suit the ot _—sSS

existing strengths and weaknessofthe project. Product, its goal is to identify the
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The starting point of a Project anal
selection stage — the advisability of h

market, technical and financial anal
evaluating a project's fr

ysis is the establishment of objectives to be attained. The next stage is the pre-

aving an in-depth study, The analysis stage consists mainly of three factors —

aan ysis. A market analysis is a method of screening project ideas as well as means of
asibility in terms of the market, A market analysis should cover the following areas:

(i) ae market description including the market area, methods of transportation, existing rates of transport,
channels of distribution, and generaltrade practices.

(ii) An analysis of past andpresent demand, determination of quantity value of consumption andidentification of
the major consumersof the product.

(iii) An analysis of past and present supply, broken down as source (whether imported or domestic), as well as
information to assist in determining the competitive position‘ofthe product, suchasselling prices, quality andmarketing practices of competitors,

The technical analysis of a project feasibility study establishes whetherthe project is technically feasible or not,
and whetherit offers basis for the estimation ofcosts. Moreover,it provides an opportunity for a consideration of the
effect of various technical alternatives on employment, ecology, infrastructure demands, capital services, support of
other industries, balance of payments, and otherfactors. A technical analysis should review the techniques or processes
to be applied and should incorporate:

(i) A description ofthe product,includingspecification relatingto its physical, mechanical and chemicalproperties,
as well as the uses of the product.

(ii) A description of the selected manufacturing process, showing detailed flow charts and presenting alternative
processes which may have beenconsidered and the justification for the adoption of the selected process.

(iti) A determination of the plant size and production schedule, which includes the expected volume for a given
time period on thebasis ofstart-up and technical factors.

(iv) Selection of machinery and equipment, including specifications, equipment to be purchases andits origin,
quotations from suppliers, delivery dates, terms of payment, and a comparative analysis of alternatives in
termsof cost, reliability performance, and spare parts availability.

(v) An identification of plant’s location and an assessmentofits desirability in terms of its distance from raw
material sources and markets. For a new project, this part may include a comparative study of differentsites,
indicating the advantages and disadvantages of each.

(vi) A design of the plant layout and an estimate of the cost of the erection of the proposed buildings and land
improvements.

(vii) A study of the availability of raw materials and utilities including a description of physical and chemical
properties, quantities needed, current and prospective costs, terms of payment, location of sources of supply,
and continuity of supply.

(viii) An estimate of labour requirements, including a detailed break-downofdirect and indirect labour requirements,

and the supervision required for the manufacture of the product.

(ix) A determination of the type and quantity of waste to be disposed of, together with a description of the waste

disposal method, its costs, and the necessary clearance from properauthorities,

(x) An estimate of the production cost of the product.

In the financial analysis of this feasibility study, the emphasis is on the preparation offinancial statements, so that

the project may be evaluated in termsofthe different measures of commercial profitability followed by the magnitude

of financing which requires the assembly of the market andalso technical cost estimated in various proformastatements.
If it is necessary to have more information on whichto base an investmentdecision,a sensitivity analysis or, possibly,

a risk analysis may be conducted. This financial analysis should include:
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i . ‘ initi ital requirements, and cash
(i) For projectsthet involve new companies, statementsoftotal project cost, initial cap 4

flowsrelative to the project schedule.

!
i i ing incom ements, cash flows, and

For all projects, financial projections for future time periods, including income stat
balance sheets.

)
i eas to the collection

(1i) For all projects, supporting schedulesforfinancial projection,stating theiaeeeolan

period of sales, inventory levels, payment period of purchases and expenses, an
cost, selling, administrative, and financial expenses,

vee ‘ : . . ity, break-even volume,(iii) For all projects, a financial analysis showing returns on investments, returns on equity, b
and price analysis.

ge _— : ial i fitabilit(iv) For all projects, if necessary,a sensitivity analysis to identify items which have a substantial impact on pro y
or possibly a risk analysis.

‘ i ial forFor the small entrepreneur,the studies conducted during the analysis stage of the project provide theee
an assessment.If positive results are obtained, the entrepreneur,in secking finance, will want to prepare an
proposal. The planners or governmentofficials, however, having obtained positive conclusions from the economic
feasibility study will want to evaluate the elementofsocialprofitability,

The purposeof the investmentor loan applicationis to convince a lender(financial institution) that the project is a
desirable investment; thatit not only possesses the potential for profit but that the proposed managementteam has the
capability to achieve the potential. The investment proposal normally contains:

(i) General information on the product, company history, the nature of the industry and the reputation and
qualifications of the existing or proposed management.

(ii) A description of the project, which usually consists of extracts from economicfeasibility studies and includes
information on such items as market, production, selected manufacturing methods (with detailed indication of
the cost of equipment and operational expenses), and a financial statement.

(iii) Miscellaneous information, such as the steps taken for the implementation of the project and the qualifications
of the technical partners envisagedor selected.

CONCLUSION

It can thus be said that project identification is an important dimension of entrepreneurship, Also, moreimportantis its classification which goes towards the emergenceof three dimensions — inputs, outputs andsocial costs and benefits and finally economic developmentof the country.

oO
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1 PROJECT

| FORMULATION
CHAPTER

 

“A project is considered to have crossedthe identification stage when: (a) initial screeningis madefrom the alternatives,
(b)policyissues affecting the project have been resolved, (c) project costs and benefits, on the basis of estimates are
justified, (d) project receives support from the beneficiaries as well as political authorities, (e) prospects offunding
are available from loca! and external sources, (f) specific project plan is established.”

“The objectives of pre-feasibility study are: (a) investment opportunity is promising, (b) the project justifies
detailed analysis, (c) support/functional studies are needed for a feasibility study, (d) establish viability of project
fromthe investor point of view.”

INTRODUCTION
Butin reality, the case is quite different. A major constraint faced especially in developing countriesis the resources

constraint. Hence it becomes imperative that certain project ideas are only taken upor pursuedin preference to others.
How to makethis decision or choose only a few projects for implementation? Project formulation, techniques help us
in making a choice. When wesay project formulation, we meanthat a project idea is presented in such a form thatit

can be subjected to comparative appraisal. This process will aid in definitely determining the priority of projects from

the point of view of resource allocation. The project ideas can be analysed from the point of view of inputs as well as
outputs, such an analysis when presented to a decision-maker or to consulting agencies will help them in decision-
making. This strategy analyses project ideas not only from the viewpoint of technical feasibility and financial viability
but also evaluates the sum total effect which the project will have on the society and the immediate environment.

 

What is Project Formulation?

Project formulation is defined as taking a first look carefully andcritically at a project idea by an entrepreneurto

build up an all-round beneficial to project after carefully weighing its various components. It is formulated by the

entrepreneur with the assistance of specialists or consultants. Project formulationis, therefore, a process whereby the

entrepreneur makes an objective and independent assessmentofthe various aspects of an investment proposition of a
project idea for determiningits total impact and alsoits liability. By all means, this strategy forms an importantstage in
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the pre-investment
future of a project

project objectives
benefits from mini

Phase — thatis the period from the conception of an idea until the final analysis to decide aboutthe

idea. This makes it an analytical managementaid. The aim of project formulation !s iB achieve the

with the minimum expenditure and adequate resources. In other words, it is to derive maximum

mum expenses in a short span of time.
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It is assessment of the feasibility of a proposal or a scheme of a borrower based on the examination of factors like

the capacity of the unit or farm to produce, the repaying capacity generated by the funds asked for, the assets and

liabilities and so on. These factors are technical, economic, managerial, financial, commercial, organisational andlegal.

The project size is determined by taking into consideration factorslike the area of operation, the types and levels

of activities undertaken, the type andsize of the organisation, amountof investment necessary and the time required

for the completion of the activities contemplated under the project.

Stepo in ProjectFormulation

As mentioned earlier, a project comprises series ofactivities for achieving predetermined objective orset of
objectives. In view ofthis, to begin with, the objective (s) of the project should be defined as precisely as possible. The

objectives may be social, economic or a combination of both and they can be defined underthe following categories:

(i) General objectives and

(it) Operational objectives.

A general objective merely states in broad terms the achievements expected whereas an operational objective
specifically mentions results expected from the implementation of the project or scheme. Thedefinition of objective in
clear termshelps in quantifying physical, financial, human and other resources requirements.

Following this, the next strategy concernsitself with the location and size of the project. The location of the

projectis influencedbythe availability or existence of various resources andthe infrastructuralfacilities. Examination

of availability/existence of these resources/facilities at one or more sites should lead to a decision on theselection of
the location of the project and thus facilitate exploitation of the available resources/facilities to the advantage of the

investor or the community at large or both.

Sequential Stages of Project Foumulation

The process of project development has been categorised into seven distinct and sequential stages. They are:

1. Feasibility Analysis.

2. Techno-Economic Analysis.

3. Project Design and Network Analysis.

4. Input Analysis.

5. Financial Analysis.

6. Social Cost-Benefit Analysis.

7, Pre-Investment Analysis.
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Thus, project formulation t i i i
ro akes into consideration the above seven importantaspects ofa project, as shownin Fig.

 Fig. 19.2:

Sequential Stages
of Project PROJECT

FEASIBILITY

 

   

  

   

   
   

  

Formulation
RS

 

   

SOCIAL

PRE-INVESTMENT   
1. Feasibility Analysis: Thisis the veryfirst stage in project formulation, Atthis stage, the project idea is examined

from the point of view of whetherto goin fora detailed investment proposal or not. As project idea is examined in the
context of internal and external constraints three alternatives could be considered. First, the project idea seems to be
feasible, second, the projectidea is not a feasible one and third, unable to arrive at a conclusion for want of adequate
data. If it is feasible, we proceed to the second step, if not feasible, we abandonthe idea andif sufficient data are not
available, we make moreefforts to collect the required data and design development.  

2. Techno-Economic Analysis: In this step, estimation of project demandpotential and choiceof optimal technology |
is made. As the project may produce goodsorservices,it is imperative to know the market for such goodsor services
produced. Marketanalysis is also in-built in this step. The choice of technology itself will be based on the demand |
potential and aid in project design. Techno-economic analysis gives the project a unique individuality andsets the stage
for detailed design development.

3. Project Design and Network Analysis: This important step defines individual activities which constitute the
project and their inter-relationship with each other. The sequenceof events ofthe project is presented. A detailed work |
plan of the project is prepared with timeallocation for each activity and presented in a network drawing. Project design |
is the heart of the project entity. This paves the wayfor detailed identification and qualification of the project inputs, an |

essential step in the developmentof the financial and cost-benefit profile of.the project.

4. Input Analysis: The step assesses the input requirements during the construction of the project and also during |
the operation of the project. In the earlier step, a project was divided into several activities. Now it is better to see to |
the inputs required for each activity and sumit up to get at the total input requirements on qualitative and quantitative

terms. Inputs include materials, human resources. Input analysis also considers the recurring as well as non-recurring

resource requirements ofthe project and evaluate the feasibility of the project from the point of view ofthe availability

of these resources. This will aid in assessing the project cost itself which in turn is necessary for financial analysis or
cost-benefit analysis.

5. Financial Analysis: This stage mainly involves estimating the project costs, estimating its operating costs and

fund requirements. Financial analysis also helps in comparing various project proposals on a common scale, thereby

aiding the decision-maker. Some of the analytical tools used in financial analysis are discountedcash flow, cost-

volume — profit relationship andratio analysis.It is very essential to take caution in preparing financial estimates, The
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‘ identify these
objective of this strategy cautionis to develop the project taking into consideration rescurces raaSuierent SE

characteristics. Investment decisions whether made for the provision of goodsor iach “4 neceasacy Wd exerclie
resources in future. Since investment proposition has a very long time-horizon,it 1s absolutely
due care and foresight in developing project financial forecasts.

. . ; ial analysis6. Cost-Benefit Analysis: The overall worth of a project is the main consideration nee ereswrehe
Will go to justify a project fromthe profitability point of view, cost-benefit analysis will consi eo we talk ofcost-national viability point of view. Here again, the project design forms the basis of eee he project but also the
benefit analysis, we not onlytake into account the apparent direct costs and direct benefits a ; pi ed by all suchcosts whichall entities connected with the project have to bear and the benefits which y # neentities. This strategy is nowtaken to be the internationally recognised system of project formulation.

7. Pre-investment Analysis: The project proposalgets a formal andfinal shapeat this stage. All seearete

in the above steps are consolidated and various conclusions arrived at to present a clear Peaa t ihe srreeagl
Project is presented in such a waythat the project-sponsoring body, the project-implementing body an saWeuRieit
consulting agencies are able to decide whether to accept the proposal or not. The sum total of the pre-investmen

appraisal is to present the project idea in a form in which the project-sponsoring body, the project-implementing body
can take an investmentdecision regarding the project.

Project Implementation
When a network design is prepared, the groundwork for the project implementationis said to be in existence. In

preparing the networkdesign, the Programme Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM)
are widely used. Briefly, it has already been mentionedthat to developthe project design, there is a need to identify the
project activities, determination oftheir interdependencies and the geographical representation of the activities in a
logical sequence. This dimension will actually be the work plan for project implementation. The network design also
gives time and resource requirementfor each activity.

The network design so developed provides a monitoring aid and a controlling instrument. The design helps in
avoiding unnecessary expenditure leading to optimal utilisation of resources. For any type of Project, the PERT/CPM
can be applied at the implementation stage. This network design when developed will help in completingthe projectin
time. Even thoughif someactivity is delayed,the project still has a chanceof getting completed in time by utilising the
staff, if available. This is an important technique of project management.

Project Evaluation

Apart from looking into the financial viability of a project in terms of investment costs and benefits which accrue
to the projectdirectly, it is necessary to considerthe total impact of the project on the economy of the nation. With aview to evaluate the project, the social cost-benefit analysis is used. Most of the data required for the analysis wouldhave already been gatheredin the earlier stages. Social cost-benefit analysis does not look as just an investmentproposition. Whatever be the impactofthe project onthe nation,it is taken into account just as the existing equilibriumof the economy.In the cost-benefit analysis also, the extent to which the project will help the society to improveitsimageorprofile is indicated.

All costs and benefits can be classified into three categories as primary costs and benefits, secondary costs and
benefits and tertiary costs and benefits, Primary costs and benefits is a category which will be exclusively incurred andwhich will accrueto ths project-implementing body respectively. .

Secondary costs and benefits accrue to parties other than the Project-implementing body. Most ofthe projectscontribute to the national exchequer by way ofdirect or indirecttaxes. Besides, a project has a direct impact on thecommunity or the area of operation. This is whatis called the spill-overeffects and multiplier effect, Projects can alsohave an impact on individual welfare.
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oe
i 1 non-quantifiab]_ While primary and Secondary costs and benefits are quantifiable, tertiary costs and benefits includeall non-q espill-over and ae : 3 : iptive terms. There are‘ multiplier effects. Where the impact cannot be quantified, it is stated in descripttCertain values which cannot be quantified at all,

Onganisationat spect
For the Successful im

May be necessar
of a big dairy,

plementation of the scheme/project and for the day-to-day functioning of Sreety to have sufficient technical, skilled or unskilled manpower. For example, at eee pay Roitheit maycall for assistance from Dairy Engineers or Dairy Experts and other techni ds th r After thskilled personnel. These Personnel should be available to the entrepreneur at the time he needs them. After the
: : J . ily operation andimplementation ofthe Project, the entrepreneur may need only some technical and other labour for daily op
maintenance ofthe dairy.

Commercial Aspect
This involves the examination of the arrangements for buying or acquiring necessary inputs required for theimplementationofthe project as raw materials, labour, power,fertiliser, pesticides, etc. Adequacyandtimelinessoftheavailability of these factors influence project implementation to a considerable extent. For example, in digging ordeepeningof wells, the non-availability of blasting material, bricks or cement may hold up the work ofany length oftime. In the case of dairy development, non-availability of improved breeds of cattle may hinder the progress of thescheme,

In the case of HY. variety crop cultivation, non-availability of improved seeds,fertilizers, etc. may prevent farmersfrom achieving optimum yields. Existence of Suitable facilities for the marketing of the produce, market outlets andadequate demand should also be ensured.

While formulating the scheme,this factor should be examinedcarefully andthe possibiarrangements to overcome any difficulty should be explored.

“Legal Mspect

Adequate security for different types of loans should be madeavailable to the banks as per their requirements,Legal problems relating to title deeds, land legislations, etc. that influence the decision with regard to the mortgage orhypothecation of assets or implementation of the project or schemeshould be lookedinto in depth before the schemeor projectis financed.

lity of making the necessary

It may be mentioned here that everywhereall the requirements for the successful implementation of a project maynot exist or be available. On examining the various aspects,if some lacunae or gaps are found, possible alternatives ofmeeting these requirements should be considered and Suggestionsin this regard are incorporatedin the project report.

Riok and Uncertainty in Investment Decisions
Eachproject is characterised by a certain amountof risk and u

entering the project evaluation could be a source of uncertainty
perfectly the future changesthatwill take place in

ncertainty. As a matter of fact, each basic variable
becauseit is not possible to predict or anticipateTespect of these variables.

The feasibility of a project depends,inter alia, on the size of investment, operating costs and sales revenue. Eachof these is composed of quantity and price and a changein the estimated quantity or price may divert the actual fromthe estimated result.

There are two types of uncertainties relating to the project itself and the environmentin whichit operates,
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Uncertainty usually arises becauseit is impossible to predict the different variables and consequently, the magnitude
of the benefits and costs exactly as they will occur.

The important causes of uncertainty are:

(i) Changesin the price of inputs and/or outputs.

(ti) Changes in technology.

(iii) False estimation of the rated capacity.

(iv) Length of construction and running-in periods.

(v) Changes in the environment like changesin the tastes or preferences or the introduction of new substitutes

etc,
a

However, distinction has to be drawn between project formulation and the preparation of the detailed project

report. The object of project formulation is the preparation of the pre-investmentreport. This strategy is, therefore, an
investigation process which precedes investmentdecision. A project idea is examined from the point of view of the

overall objectives of the sponsoring body and the country as a whole, from the point of view of techno-economic and
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Seeecient oe of the social cost-benefit prospects. The purpose is to present whether a go-ahead signal

vel ; in en ol © project or not. Detailed project report preparation is a post-investment decision exercise. It

involvesthe preparationofdetailed specifications and designs, engineering drawings, site investigation and foundation
design for the project premises, detailed design of the process or other equipment and time schedules for the
implementationof the project.

Project formulationis accompanied with internal and external constraints.

Internal constraintsarise on accountof the limitations of the management system which will eventually be responsible

for the implementation of a project. Inputs, resources and outputs are the three major elements of the structural

aspects of an existing management system.

External constraints depend upon the environment which imposes limitations on the size, nature, location and the
extent of the project.

Project Formulation and the Entrepreneur

During the course of establishment of a new project, the entrepreneur has to contend with a series of almost

impossible situations. The spread of technology being sporadic,thefirst difficulty he faces is the matter of selection of

appropriate technology for his enterprise. Modern technology developedin the highly industrialised countries does not

suit the conditions available in the developing countries. The same applied to the optimalsize of plants on account of

the limitations of the market which is available for products. Present-day advanced technology being a product of

economiesthat have a scarcity of labour and a relative abundanceofcapitalis oriented towards heavyinitial investment.

Obviously, heavy investments cannot be sustained by developing countries. The entrepreneur has, therefore, to scan

the entire chain of activities — research development, design, production, marketing, sale and post-sales service —

and arrive at conclusions which will form the basis of the operations to plan his project.

The second fact which the entrepreneurhas to reckon with is the absence or non-availability of external economies.

As has been pointed out by Everett Hagen, every Western industry depends forits efficiency on other industries.It

assumes the ready availability of materials, componentsandtools.It dependsalso on auxiliary enterprises for technical,

financial and managerial services on demand, on a complex network of communication and transportationfacilities,

and on an intricate system of business practices. A Western economyis a technically and culturally complex, not a set

of isolated pieces of technology. The entrepreneurin developing countries must, therefore, consider not only the basic

costs ofthe project, but also the ancillary costs which in industrially advanced countries would have been contributed

by the external economies.

Thethird problem is the non-availability of technically qualified and adequate personnel. The extentof expertise is

limited and finding people to handle new jobs is extremely difficult. As Myrdal (1968) putit, the use of modern

technologycalls for a certain minimum supplyofvariousskills that are generally lacking in developing countries. Not

only is a somewhat moreskilled labour force needed buta greater number oftechnicians and managers as well.

Resource mobilisation is the fourth major problem.In the context of present-day magnitude and complexity of

projects,itis really very difficult for an entrepreneurto be in a position to provide the entire developmentcapital which

a project will need. The standard of living and income being already low,savingsare also not available in abundancefor

investment in economic developmentin the developing countries. The capital market not being developed also does not

provide enoughrelief. Under these circumstances, collection of enough resources to go ahead with the project assumes

critical proportions.

Over and above the economic hurdles mentioned, the entrepreneur has to contend with a spate of government

directives, licensing procedures, import and exportpolicies, price controls, limits on expansion and a hostof other

formalities. It is obviously hard task for any individual to be familiar with all the intricacies of these directives and
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procedures. F ba cig ; ‘ .
urther, these directives, orders and instructions are also not available in a consolidated and detailed form

in most of ; :
formalitiesee countries, with the result that a considerable amount of time is spent in sorting out these

s. ndia, the need for providing a hand-book incorporating all the relevant constraints and procedures has
led to the icati :

Publication ofa compendium entitled Guidelines for Industries.

The results project evaluation depend uponthe cost and profitability projections. A thorough examinationis, therefore,
aie during the appraisal of the assumptions/parameters on which the cost of production and profitability statements
or future operating years have been based.

. The objectives in the estimation of cost of production and profitability are primarily to
ssess —

® the capacity of the unit to amortise and service the borrowed funds;

© the earning capacity of the project;

@ the capability to service the share capital; and

@

=

the surplus available to finance future growth.

In estimating the cost of production, assessmentis made ofvarious inputs and also of production capacity build-
up. Some ofthe aspects connected with the build-up of production capacity over the years are discussed below:

___ i) Installed Capacity: The installed capacity of the entire plantis assessed in thefirst instance. For this purpose,
it is necessary to furnish the rated capacity and the capacity guaranteed by the supplier for each equipment/section of
the plant. The guaranteed capacities of the equipmentare indicated in terms of physical quantities perunitoftime. The
installed capacity of the plant is determined by the capacity of that section of the plant which has the lowestcapacity.
The installed capacity need not necessarily be static throughoutthe existenceofthe plant. It may vary accordingto the

changes in direct inputs, product-mix etc.

(ii) Capacity Utilisation: It may not be possible to fully utilise the capacity of the plant due to several factors. In

some industries, a 100 per cent utilisation of capacity seemsa distant dream even during theentire life of a project due

to several constraints. The factors which, either singly or in combination with other factors restrict during the initial

years a fuller utilisation of capacity are as under:

— teething problemsin the plant and machinery;

— time taken in the developmentofa satisfactory product;

_— development of operating skills;

— téchnological/process constraints;

— time taken for building the market.

The factors responsible for the low utilisation of capacity during thelife of project after the initial problems have

been overcomeare asfollows:

—. technical constraints,

— market constraints;

— frequent changes in product-mix;

inherent characteristics of the industry.
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For decidingthebuild-upof production capacity over a period, theinstitutions collect the data of average capacity
utilisation ofthe industry Over the past few years andthe capacity build-up achieved by similar units during the early
stages of their operations,

ie aeee Selection of a product-mix for computing future cost of production and profitability depends

aoe ars ti acGiven adequate demand for each product, the product-mix would generally depend upon

the contribution of each product towards profitability and the adequacyof the plant and utilisation.

(iv) Selling Price: Abundant care is taken by financial institutions in fixing the selling price for the purpose of

profitability projections. In the case of a new product which is not manufactured locally, the basis of assuming a
selling price is the landed cost of a similar imported product. For products which are being manufactured in the

country and whoseprice is controlled by the Government, the pricing pattern as laid down by the Governmentis

adopted. In respect of products whoseprices are not controlled, the current marketprice as also the price trendsin the
past are taken into consideration, In the case of variations in the currentselling price, it is advisable to assume the
lowest selling price.

Effluent Disposal

Process of effluent disposal entirety depends uponthe analysis of effluents from the industry as also the rules and

regulations laid down by the Governmentauthorities in this regard, It may sometimes be necessary to obtain the

analysis report of the effluents and the details of their treatment.

In termsof industrial licensing conditions every industrial undertaking is required to take adequate steps as per the

Government rules and regulations to prevent air, water and soil pollution. Further, such antipollution measures to be

installed should conform to the effluent and emission standards prescribed by the State Government in which the

industrial undertaking is to be located. The formulator would keep in mind the implicationsof the aforesaid provisions

while evaluating the project.

Energy Consewation

The conservationof energy throughbetter energy managementis another area which is gaining importance amongst

the institutions in view ofits scarcity and its increasing demand,

In the case of appraisal of new projects, the following additional information regarding energy conservation is

obtained and reviewed:

@ Steps proposed to be taken for energy conservation. Whether the project envisages provision of any metering

in main and sub-circuits, both electrical and steam or proposesto install any powerfactor correction equipment.

Particulars of monitoring equipmentenvisaged for periodic detection and measurement of energy losses.

Particulars of energy saving features in the main process plant and equipment.

The projected energy input cost per unit of output and its comparison with other units in the same industry.

Scope for use of solar/other renewable sources of energy.

The financial institutions also seek steam and energy plan diagramsas also the data relating to the total energy

proposed to be generated/purchased and theoretical and expected requirements of energy in various production

departments. The institutions examine whether any alternative process is available, andif so, the comparative energy

consumption figures for the various processes are obtained and evaluated.
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Utilisation of By-Pnxaducts
In certain industries. Proper andefficient utilisation/recovery of by-products constitutes a major factor for their€conomic viability and Selection of process know-how. In some cases, the appraiser may insist on a pilot plant studyWith a view to ensure that a proper processis adopted for the optimal utilisation/recovery of by-products.

Chsice of Sechnicat Process
Technologyrefers to such modesof production as are not only technically sound and economically viable but arealso suitable to local, social and cultural conditions and are in line with national goals and objectives. In areeCertain projects, there is hardly any choice in technology, while a wide variety of projects have options of manymanufacturing technologies. Whenever such choiceis available, a detailed examination and evaluation ofall the processesalready established and those u nder developmentis carried out, Someofthe important aspects examined while decidingUpon a particular manufacturing technology are as under:
® The technology should, as far as possible, be already established.
@ If not already established, but expected to be advantageous, the degree of success is assessed and riskscalculated.

:© The technology should be based on indigenous raw materials and resources; if raw materials are not availableindigenously, continuingavailability of raw materials from imported sourcesin the light of Governmentlegislationare examined in depth.

@ The technology should be workable underlocal conditions,e.g., temperature, humidity, quality and availabilityof raw materials, availability of skilled labour, transportation, power,etc.
@ The technology should be in tune with the national goals and objectives, e.g., employmentpotential vis-a-vissocial responsibility for creating as much employmentas possible, scope for ancillarisation, import substitution,export promotion, maintenance of ecological balance,etc.
@ Inselecting a particular technology,the risk of obsolescenceand the scope for continuousupdating of technologyis examined andkept in view,
e Climatic conditions, nature and quality of the product as also the size of the project are invariably taken intoaccount while adopting a particular process/technolo&Y-
Where the process/technology proposed to be adoptedis not well established, the following factors are examined:
@ whether the technology/processis patented or not;
@ degree of realiability of the proposed process;

@ scale of development, i.e., whether laboratory scale, pilot plantscale, etc.:
@ flexibility, i.¢., whether the equipmentfor the process can be used for alternative processes/products.
It is possible that the effect of some of the above

each processis separately evaluated keeping in view
advantagesis selected. In certain fields, where te
being developed fast, the risk of obsolescenceis

-mentioned factors might be found conflicting. In such cases,the effect of the various factors and the process with optimumchnological progress has been Tapid and new improved processesarealso determined.

In order to expedite the examination of technolog
for selecting a particular process, technologyandit
borrowershould also prepare process flow charts,
process parameters.

ical aspects, the borrowershould be fully prepared with explanationss techno-economic edvantages over other available processes. Thematerial balance-sheet, requirementofutilities and specifications of
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Check List for Feasibility Repoxrt
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16.

17.

18,

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

. Raw material inv

Examination of public policy with respect to the industry,
. Broad specifications of outputs and alternative techniques of production.
. Listing and description ofalternative locations,
. Preliminary estimates of sales revenue, capital costs and operating costs of different alternatives.
. Preliminary analysis of Profitability for different alternatives.
. Marketing analysis,

. Specification of product pattern and productprices.

estigation and specification of sources of raw material supply.

. Estimation of material energy, flow balance andinputprices.

. Listing of major equipment by type, size and cost.

. Listing of auxiliary equipment by type, size and cost.

. Specification of sources of supply for equipment and process know-how.

. Specification of site and completion of necessary investigation.

. Listing of buildings, structures and yard facilities by type, size and cost.

. Specification of supply sources, connection costs and other costs for transportation services, water supply
and power.

Preparation of lay-out.

Specification of skill-wise labour requirements and labourcosts.

Estimation of working capital requirements,

Phasing ofactivities and expenditure during construction,

Analysis ofprofitability.

Determination of measures for combating environmental problems.

Analysis of the past performanceofthe enterprise responsible for implementing and running the project with
respect to project completion, capacity utilisation and profitability.

State of preparedness to implementtheprojectrapidly.

Planning Commission’s Guidelines for Project Founulation|Feasibility Reporte
for Industrial Projects

In order to process investment proposals andarrive at investmentdecisions,the Planning Commission's guidelines
for preparing/formulating industrial projects by preparing feasibility reports.

The feasibility report lies in between the project formulating stage and the appraisal and sanction Stage. The project
formulating stage involvesthe identification of investmentoptionsby the enterprise in consultation with the Administrative
Ministry, the Planning Commission andother concerned authorities.
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The guidelines have been summarised below:

1. General Information: The feasibility report should include an analysis of the industry to which the project
belongs. It should deal with the past performanceofthe industry. The description of the type of industry should also

be given, i.c., the priority of the industry, increase in production, role of the public sector, allocation of investmentof

funds, choice of technique etc. This should also contain information about the enterprise submitting the feasibility

Teport,

2. Preliminary Analysis of Alternatives: This should contain present data on the gap between demand and supply
for the outputs which are to be produced, data on the capacity that would be available from projects that are in

production or under implementation at the time the report is prepared, a completelist of all existing plans in the
industry, giving their capacity and level of production actually attained,a list of all projects for which letters of intent/
licences have beenissued anda list of proposed projects. All options that are technically feasible should be considered
at this preliminary stage. The location of the project and its implications should also be lookedinto. An accountofthe

foreign exchange requirementshould be taken. Theprofitability of different options should also be given. Therate of
return on investment should be calculated and presented in the report. Alternative cost calculations vis-a-vis return
should be presented.

3. Project Description: The feasibility report should mention the technology/process chosen for the project.

Information relevant to determining the optimality of the location chosen should also be included. To assist in the

assessmentof the environmental effects of a project, every feasibility report must present the information on specific
points, i.e., population, water, land,air, flora and fauna,effects arising out of project’s pollution, other environmental

disruption,etc. The report should containa list of importantitems of capital equipmentand operational requirementsof
the plant, requirements of water and power personnel, organisational structure envisaged, transport costs, activity
wise phasing of construction and factors affecting it.

4. Marketing Plan: It should contain the following items. Data on the marketing plan. Demandandprospective
supply in each of the areas to be served. |

The methods and the data used for main estimates of domestic supply and selection of the market areas should be
presented. Estimates of the degree of price sensitivity should be presented.

It should contain an analysis of past trends in prices.

5. Capital Requirements and Costs: The estimates should be reasonably complete and properly estimated. Information

on all items of costs should be carefully collected and presented.

6. Operating Requirements and Costs: Operating costs are essentially those costs incurred after the commencement

of commercial production. Information aboutall items of operating cost should be collected. Operating costsrelate to
the cost of raw materials and intermediates,fuel, utilities, labour, repair and maintenance, selling expenses and other

expenses.

7. Financial Analysis: This strategy is to present some measuresto assess the financial viability of the project. A
proforma balance sheet for the project data should be presented. Depreciation should be allowed for on the basis
specified by the Bureau of Public Enterprises. Foreign exchange requirements should be cleared by the Departmentof

Economic Affairs. The feasibility report should take into account incometax rebates for priority industries, incentives
for backward areas, accelerated depreciation etc. The sensitivity analysis should also be presented — thatis the
sensitivity of the rate of return of changein the level and pattern of productprices. ,

8. Economic Analysis: Social profitability analysis needs some adjustment in the data relating to the costs and

returns to the enterprise. One important type of adjustment involvesa correction in input and costs, to reflect the true
value of foreign exchange, labour and capital. The enterprise should try to assess the impactofits operations on

foreign trade. Indirect costs and benefits should also be included in the report, If they cannot be quantified, they
should be analysed and their importance emphasised,
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To assess major projects,

1.

2.

10.

the questionnaire Ministry of Technology, UK can be considered in the Indian context:
Would your project, if carried through, promise benefits to the community, and,if so, what are these benefits,how will they bedistributed and to whom and when would they accrue?
What disadvantages would you ex
any, remedies would correct them?
to be available when the disady

pect might flow from your work? Who would experience them? What, if
Is the technologyfor correcting them sufficiently advancedfor the remediesantages begin to accrue?

What demands would the developmentof your project make uponyourresources of skilled manpowerand arethese resources likely to be available?
Is there a cheaper, simpler and less sophisticated way ofachievingat least part of the objective that you have_oa what would it be and what proportion of yourtotal objective would have to be sacrificed if weadopted it?

What new skills would have to be acquired by people who would be called uponto use the productor projectwhich you are recommending and how could theseskills in application be created?
Whatskills would be rendered obsolete by the developmentyou propose and howserious a problem would theobsolescence ofthese skills create for the people who had them?
Is the work upon which you are engaged being doneorhasit been done orhasit beenstarted and stopped in
other parts of the world and what experience is available from abroad that might help us to assess our ownproposal? :
If what you proposeis not done, what disadvantages or penalties you believe will accrue to the community andwhatalternative projects might be considered?
If your proposition is accepted, what other work in the form of a supporting system should beset in handsimultaneously, either to cope with the consequencesofit, or to operate for the next stage and what wouldthat
next stage be?

If an initial decision to proceed is made, for how long will the option to stop remain open and howreversible
will this decision be at progressive stages beyond that?

CONCLUSION

Project formulationis a key input of managementaid, The process ofproject formulation involves a detailed
study of the environment,weighing objectively the internal and external constraints and developmentof the
project idea, stage by stage, into an investmentproposition. The conclusion drawn at the end of each stage
formsthe basis of developmentof the next stage. At each stage, the entrepreneur/intrapreneur or a team of
consultants have to look not only forward but also backward. The forwardlookis necessary to take the
project formulation forward and the backward lookis to re-check and if necessary, strengthen or modify the
project on the basis of experience gainedin the project formulation. Thus,project formulationis a significant
link between project identification and project appraisal by financialinstitutions.

Thus, wefind right from the time of conceivingofthe profitable opportunity to converting the idea from the
mind to the marketable product, many complications are involved. Therefore, an entrepreneurhas to carefully
study the various determinants which will ultimately result in the successorfailure of the establishmentof
an industrial unit. During this period oftime,the entrepreneuris expected to weigh each factor carefully and
take decisions onthe basis of the merits and the advantagesof each factorso thatthe profitable opportunity
conceivedcan betransformed into a reality with an appreciable degree of success.
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PROJECT DESIGN AND

NETWORKANALYSIS
CHAPTER

 

“Forthe proper planning, scheduling and control ofthe numerous activities ofa project, given their interrelationship
and constraints on the availability of resources, project design and network techniques have been found quite useful.
The technique showsthe activities and events of the project, time estimation and the developmentofproject schedule.”

INTRODUCTION

The execution of a Project follows a definite path of planning, scheduling and controlling. The first and the
foremost aspect of a project is the project design.It is in fact the heart of the project entity. It defines the individual
activities which go into the corpusof the project and their interrelationship with each other. Project design enables to
identify the flow of event which musttake place for the successful implementation of the project.

Network techniques help the managementof an organisation in performing these functionsefficiently andeffectively.
Together they stand concerned with the development of the project work plan and the duration time — estimate and
evaluation of these in the light of the constraints of the project situation.

The strategy selected as a result of the techno-economic analysis forms the initiation of the project design
development. Briefly, project design is the framework ofa project formulated with detailed Sequences and develops an
acceptable work plan for the project. It helps the entrepreneur to implement the project as scheduled without any
hindrances.

Thestrategy is examined in detail and the details areutilised to compile the sequential narration of the constituentactivities of the project. This compilation of the sequential narration is knownasthe Project Logic, Whenitis represented
in the form of graphical pattern, it is known as a network,

In this chapter, project design and network intricacies are discussed,so that the students can have an understanding
and their key role in the success of a project

Project Design

A project can achieve breakthrough innovation? The answer is — ‘nrou
: ! gh the use of design thinking. Designthinking is collaborative — keeping accountof different experiences by different Stakeholders and generating new
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 products. It is inventing new optionsto find hew andbetter solutions to @newproblems. It is experimental — building prototypes, testing them and ,iterating this activity to find what works and what doesnot to managerisk.It is also being emphatnetic to user's needs and wants organisations have

wokenup to the fact thatin order to remainin today's markets and have an
edge over competitiors, they have to innovate and to achieve breakthrough
innovation they have to make use ofdesign thinkingskills.

Organisations can no longer count on quality, performance orprice
alone to sustain leadership in the global marketplace. Design has emerged
as a new competitive weapon andkey driver of innovation.

By consciously fostering the right kind of emotional environment and
following the seven guidelinesoutlined here, your organisation will be well
equipped to translate inspiration into implementation.   

For design to become culturally embedded in an organisation, three ‘forces’ have to coverage: a deep user
understanding, multiple prototyping, andstrategic business design. Wecall these forces 'the three gears of design.’

What most well-established companies do as a matter of practice is begin by examining their 'big gear' — the
existing business model. This focuses on how to makethe mostof their current capabilities and capacity, Most
‘growth initiatives’ take the form ofline extensions and expansions’ concepts are developed, and then tested with the
consumer they know in’a certain way for specific products or categories. If research suggests incremental sales with
minimal investmentrisk,it's ‘all systems go.' This is a very responsible wayto stretch more out of your current
activity system, with largely incrementalresults.

Creating the Right Conditions
With the ‘big idea’ in hand, you then take on lever three strategic business design, to model a unique system of

‘strategic hubs' and ‘supporting activities’ that will not only deliver value to the user, but also competitive advantage
and profit to you. Pushing the concept through to a pointthatit is viable and profitable is not easy — this is where the
‘no trade-offs’ attitude pays off. It requires a lot of hard work and manyiterations, but every team behind a great
breakthrough will tell you that their conviction and collaboration pushed the project throughto fruition. Southwest
Airlines‘ activity system has allowedit to becomeoneof the most innovative providers of consumervalue ina highly-
competitive industry, becoming a sustainable competitive advantage that other airlines have attempted (in vain) to

mimic.

For each of the three gears, there are many tools and techniques that are used by great design teams,butthe depth

and rigour behind each gear cannot be compromised. Moreover, it is nevera clean and linear pass-through Process;it

is very, very iterative. It's not about using a restricitve set of rules — but instead creating the right conditions under

which somecorepillars (user — idea — business model) serve as the touch points throughout an iterative development

process.It is about liberating oneself and the team from the constraints of early perfection and not being preoccupied
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with getting it right too early, so that you limit your possibilities. What companies find when they practice iterative
prototyping — be it a product conceptor a business model — is that they work their ideas through earlier andfaster,
leveragingthe experience and perspective or senior management — rather than waiting until all of the I's are dotted and

T's crossed to get their approval.

Design Principles Pay Off
When conditions are ripe for innovation and the general principles and methodology of design oa put intoi tt

is remarkable howbig and broad the impact can be. Following are some wide-ranging examples that demonstrate how

design doing’ can deliver breakthroughresults in any field, on every level.

Design Thinking: Seven steps to putting organisation on top of its game

1, Make a long-term commitment: GE'sstrong track record of investing in managementpractices that push for

continuous product and business model improvement have madeit an innovation behemoth.

2. Build it into your corporate strategy: Samsung's embrace of design at all organisational levels has allowedit

to move from a commodity producerto a brand leader — in the US,it now regularly trounces Sony and Panasonic in
sales.

3. Assign a leader,but don't limitit to a function: Innovation involves everyone, notjust the "design department"

or "innovation team." Claudia Kotchka's appointmentas head of Design Strategy at P&G hasservedto institutionalise
design across the organisation, making it one of the most innovative and consumer-centric companies.

4. Collaborate & internalise it: Don't hire someone to do it for you, team up with experts who will teach you
along the way; hire a ‘design coach’.

5. Inspire, don't legislate:It’s not about establishing a newsetofrules. It's a new wayto think, not just about

projects but the way you work together day-to-day to solve problems and create breakthrough opportunities.

6. Feed it and rewardit: Design needs to bepart of an organisation's cultural development program and reward

system in orderto be validated. 3M's strong ‘culture of innovation’ that rewards creativity at every organisatinal level

has made the companya leaderin delivering breakthrough solutions throughout muchofits history. —

7. The future starts today: While a sustained shift in culture takes time to gain traction,it is important to get

started, and implement what you can today.

Importance of Network Unalysis

The network analysis has the potential of unfolding unknown snags involved in project estimates which, when

detected, may provide managementnot only to improve on the ongoing project estimates but alsoto take serious lesson

for future application. This would, of course, require seriousness and sincere application ofdifferent niceties of the
technique of network analysis which require, among other things, that —

(a) The whole project should be considered with referenceto the sequenceofactivities and events. Sequence here

is not a mere mathematical problem.It underlines activities that are to follow one after another leading to an
event.

(b) This would also require that the events should be thought of in different steams of operations and their
relationship understood clearly.

(c) The whole project may be put on one network while different segments of the project may be detailed outin
separate networksforfinal integration in the overall network. This would imply that no importantdetail of any
operation in the project, from beginning to end, would missthe attention of the management.
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(ot) The timeestimates may be made taking into view
does not exist at all andtime estimate
deterministic, being based ow previou

(wodiscrete aspects: one projects in which previous experience
s would have to be based onprobabilities and two, time estimates may be

8 experience of similar types of operations in different other projects.

») Costestimates w . “nrolect t} j ' ‘ j(e) Cost estimates would depend on the project time estimates andthe changes in the prices of different factors of
production, In this specific context, mere provision of escalation clauses would not be enough. Inflationary
changes would have to be tempted so that management may know for certain what slippage in time would
mean interms of cost, This is apart fromefficiency variations — both favourable and unfavourable — depending
on erreumstinces not quite foreseen at the time the estimates were made.

(f) The physical progress of the projects, individuality and simultaneity of events, jobs framed out, snags in
different areas of project work wouldall require adequate notice and application of correctives in propertime.
Itis also possible that management maythink it appropriate and economicalto speed up completionof projects
by what is known as ‘crashing.’ The concept of crashing is particularly relevant in view of the avoidance of
huge constructive total loss that slippage, dilly-dallying or other factor may cause.

Origin ofPERTandCPM
Incidentally, PERT, CPM and MOSTare but three of some 40 different names given to network analysis. It is

believed andunderlined that network is a logical extension of the old Grant Bar Chart. PERT and CPM techniques were
developed in the U.S, independently, while CPM cameinto focus about 1957 as an offshootof collaboration between

Du Pont and Remington Rand, While different distinctions are often ascribed to CPM and PERT,the basic distinction
is perhaps that the emphasis of CPMis essentially on the activities themselves, the costs associated with completion of
each activity and optimumplan for the project as a whole. PERT, which was developed about 1958 as a result of
collaboration between the Operational Research Division of the United States Navy and a firm of business consultants,
had for emphasis the events rather than the activities leading to events. Most of the distinctions have, however,
dissolved while both PERT and CPMunderwent different measures for attaining perfection throughtheir application as
tools.

PERT wasappliedto help solve problems of producing the Polaris Missile system to a very tight schedule. Application
of PERT has been based on probability estimates covering those pessimistic, those optimistic and those considered

normal. In unique types of projects like the Polaris Missile, since previous experience in similar types of activities do
not exist, probability calculations have occupied a significant place. However, considering that all these techniques
concerned with planning and control of projects have network analysis as a common denominator, it is relevant to
point out that MOST emphasises more on building up of Gantt type charts covering each activity, event, time, cost,
projects farming out, employment of different classes of managers and workers, procurement of materials, deployment
of materials relating to the completion of the project, Unlike PERT and CPM diagrams, MOST diagramsactually begin

at the end of the project, working back towards the start of the activities. Instead of ‘beginning to end’ emphasis in
PERT and CPM, in MOSTthe emphasis is on ‘end to beginning.’ One advantage of MOST diagramsis thatit can be

converted into PERT-CPMtype diagram depending on the requirements of management.

Network Design

A network comprises a set of exponents connected with each other in a sequential relationship with each steptill

the completion ofa project.

Network analysis is a system whichplans bothlarge and small projects by analysing the project activities. Projects

are broken down into simple activities, which are then arranged in a logical sequence.It is also decided as to which

task will be performed simultaneously and which others sequentially. A network diagram constructed below presents

the relationship betweenall the activities involved (see Fig. 23.2). Time, costs and other resources are allocated to

different activities.
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In a project, there may be two categories of jobs or activities — which can be taken up concurrently and which

can be taken up only after completing some otheractivities — either completely or partially: Hence. in & bar chart,
some of the bars mayrun parallel or overlap each other time-wise while some may run serially. The scheduling of

construction and identification of potential causes of delay form an important part ofa project appraisal. ‘Tomingand
sequencing of various activities involved in project implantation are reviewed, keeping in view the condinas eerachty

the availability of construction materials, labour, procurement and delivery periods of plant and machinery, Steet

and commission,start-up and trial-runs, training of staff, etc. The implementation schedule also takes into account

seasonal and other variations in working conditions which might interfere with the implementation of the project,

Several techniquesof project scheduling and control such as Bar Charts, Programme Evaluation and Review Techniques
(PERT), Critical Path Method (CPM)etc. are used.

Of these CPMhave cometo be widely used in project managementas they are very useful in the basic management

functions of planning, scheduling and control. These techniques can be applied in diverse kinds of projects like

construction ofa building or a highway, planning and launching of new product,large maintenance projects, scheduling

ship construction and repairs, end-of-the month closing of accounts, large, research projects, etc.

Need fox Network Techniques
Networkanalysis helps in designing, planning, coordinating, controlling and decision-making in order to accomplish

the project economically in the minimum available time with the limited available resources. Network techniques were

developed from the Milestone Chart and Bar Chart. These conventional planning methods, becauseof their inherent

limitations, could notbeutilised for planning large and complex projects. They had the following disadvantages:

(a) A bar chart becomes too cumbersome while dealing with big and complex projects whentheactivities are to be

considered in detail and their interaction or interdependenciesare to be studied clearly.

(b) A bar chart does notpoint out which tasks should be given priority as regards resources(i.e., men, money,

materials and machinery).

(c) The effects of changes in schedule cannot be evaluated with the help of a bar chart.

(d) A bar chart neither satisfactorily tells the time at which the activities begin and end nor doesit indicate

tolerances in activity timings.

The functions of planning, organising, directing and controlling are essential to every enterprise regardless of the

type, size, purpose, or complexity of the operation. Techniques, of course, vary because they mustbe adapted to and

appropriate for each individual firm and its own circumstances. PERTis one of the managementtechniques whichis

considerably more useful to some managers than to others.It is of the tested tools of managementin industrially-

developed countries.

It works a method ofminimising production delays, inerruptions, and conflicts; ofco-ordinating and synchronising

the various parts of the overall job; and of expediting the completion of projects towards scheduling and budgeting

resources so as to accomplish a predetermined job. It is a communication facility in that it can report developments

and keep the managers posted and informed.
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PERT is concerned with two concepts:

. f :;

CCuUrs

2. Activities: An activity is the work required to complete a specific event,
In PERT, the activities, the events, require time, money,Focuses qoyn ; and resourcesfor its completion, In this sense, H.L. Gantt

was quite right in referring to his events as milestones. P

HL. Gantt, a contemporary of the Father of Scientific Management, F.W. Taylor, developed the GANTT Chart, He
called it "Gantt Milestone Chart.” This chart depicts work to be done, but what is more important,it also denotes the
interrelationships between and among all phases of the work. Fig. 20.3 illustrates one of Gantt’s milestone charts.

 

 

 

   

 

   
 

Fig. 20.3:
Gantt Milestone

Chart
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Eachofthecircles (milestones) represent the accomplishmentofa specific phase ofthe total undertaking, and, of

course, each ofthe rectangles represents a task. The three rectangles taken representthe entire project.

Steps in PERT
The first step in the development of a PERT network is the establishment of objectives. There will be a major

objectives to be accomplished, linked by supporting objectives, Whentheseare identified, they must be linked together
so as to enable to plannerto see the projectin its true perspective and also see the relationships between and amongall
the steps. The second step is to schedule work breakdown in great detail. In the third step, both technical and
managerial persons should begin to work together. The fourth step is that each person whoparticipates in the application

of PERTto the control of the project should have somebasic familiarity with the general nature of the work and with

the ultimate objective desired.

Someauthorshave also indicated the following steps involved in PERT analysis:

1. Development of project network.

2. Time estimation.

3, Determinationofcritical path, event slacks, and activity floats.

4. Developmentof project schedule.

5. Calculation of variability duration and the probability of completion in a given time.

PERT deals with the problem ofuncertain activity time by the application of statistical analysisto the determination

of estimated time for each activity of the project. This technique, as a manager’stool, defines and coordinates what

must be done to successfully accomplish the objectives of a project on time.It aids the decision-maker but doesto not

make decisions for him.
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In PERT,time is_t the basic ; + calendar weeks. The project should be completedwithin the stipulated IC measure. It is usually expressed in ca

Optimistic time.

In order to arrive
: : at the most reliable estimate of time, three time estimates are usually employed under this

technique as given belOw;

‘ (i) The optimistic time: Iv is the shortest time possible if everything goes perfectly well with no complications, the

Chance of this optimum actually occurring might be one in a hundred;

___(ii) the pessimistic time:It is longest time conceivable; it includes time for unusual delays and thus the chance ofits happening might be onlyone in a hundred;

(iii) The most likelytime: It would be the best estimate of what normally would occur.

The differences in these three times give a measureofthe relative uncertainty involvedin the activity.

Cduantages ofPERT

(a) This technique gives the managementtheability to plan the best possible use of resources to achieve a given

goal within the overall time and cost limitations.

(b) It helps managementto handle the uncertainties involved in programmes where no standard timedata ofthe
Taylor-Gantt variety are available.

(c) It presses for the right action,at the right point, and at thatright time in the organisation.

Limitations of PERT

(a) The basic difficulty comesin the way oftime estimates for the completion of activities because activities are

of non-repetitive type.

(5) This technique does not consider resources required at various stages of the project.

(c) Use ofthis technique for active control of a project requires frequent updating and revising the PERTcalculations

and this proves quite a costly affair.

Critical Path Method (CPM)
Next to PERT, the CPM for planning and controlling projects has enjoyed the widest use among all the systems

that follow the networking principles. CPM was developed in 1956 at the E.J. Dupont Nemours & Co., U.S.A., in

connection with the periodic overhauling and maintenance of a chemical plant. It resulted in reducing the shut-down

period from 130 hours to 90 hours and saving hours and saving the company $1 million. CPM has two time-cost

estimates for each activity (one time-cost estimate for the normal situation and the other estimate for the crash

situation) but does not incorporate any statistical analysis in determining such time estimates. CPM operates on the

assumption that there is a precise known timethat each activity in the project will take.

Advantages ofCPM
Besides being applicable to schedule large and small projects it has someof the important advantageslisted below:

(a) It helps in ascertaining the time schedule.

(b) With its aid, control by the managementis made easy.
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(c) It makes better and detailed planning possible,

d) It provides a 5 .(dy Wey tandard method for communicating project plans, schedules, time and cost performance.
(e) Widentifies the most critical eleme

Limitations af CPM
y af . 5 i “ 4 ‘ , ' a é(a) CPMfails to incorporate statistical analysis in determining the time estimates

nts and thus more attention can be paidto these activities.

(b) It operates on the assumption that there is a precise knowntime th: at each activity in the project will take but
this may not betrue in actuallife. : oe

S
S

(c) Itis difficult to use CPMas a controlling device for the simple reason that one must repeat the entire evaluation
ofthe project each time when changes are introduced into the network.It may be remembered that CPM was
initially developed asastatic planning model and not as a dynamic controlling device.

Differences between PERT and CPM

Though the fundamental network of PERT and CPM areidentical, yet there are certain differences in details as |
listed in Chart I,

Application of Network Analysis
|

|
For the purpose of application of PERT/CPM,a project is conceived as a collection in independentactivities of |

jobs. If one job has to be completed before another can begin,thefirst job is described as an immediate predecessor of
the job following or in other words, the latter is an immediate successor of the former. |

Two types of graphs are used in PERT/CPM. Theyare:

(i) Activity on the Arrow (AOA) system.

(ii) Activity on Node (AON)system.

In the AOA system,or the Arrow Diagram Method,anactivity is graphically represented by an arrow. The tail end
of the arrow represents the start and the head represents the end of an activity. The description of the activity is |

written alongside the arrow.In Fig. 20.5 for example, a and b describe activities. (For example,in building construction, |

a may be used to denote an activity like excavation and b to denote concreting), Alternatively, the activity can be |

denoted by the numbersofthe nodes. For example,activity can be denoted by the numbersofthe nodes, For example,

activity a can also be denoted as(1, 2) andactivity b as (2, 3).

An activity is the actual performance ofa task and it consumes time and resources. An event is the start or

completion of a task and does not consumetimeor resources. For example, machineinstallationis an activity whereas

the start of machine installation is an event. Similarly, completion of machineinstallation is an event.

The length of the arrow in a network diagram does not bear any relationship to the time which the activity takes or

the resources which the activity consumes. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction of the work flow. The

usual practice is to go from left to right.
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CHART|

 
 

 
 

PERT CPM

1. Theorigin is military (naval), The origin is industrial.

; It is an event-oriented approach. It is an activity-oriented system.
. There is allowance for un i ©certainty, Nosuch allowanc : isi4. It has three timeestimates. , There is only one singleeeeecicis(aecie rate5. It is probabilistic model with uncertainty in activity duration, It is a deterministic model— me6. It does not demarcate between critical and non-critical based upon past experience.

Activities. It marks critical actvities. ee . pagt
: n is required, e.¢.,

7. Itis especially suitable when highprecision is required in time It is suitable when ariel Soa schemes, etc. —
estimates, ¢.g., defence projects. construction projects,industria) &XP8. Timeis averaged. No averaging oftime !s eu?

9. The concept of ‘crashing’ is not applied. The concept of crashing 1s 2PP
10 : jon in completion time with

. It lays emphasis on reduction of the execution time of the It lay emphasis on theeTae. P the

project without too much cost implications. It is time-based. least increase in project CoS".
 
  

Fig. 20.4:
AOA System @— a @) : 3)
 

 

  
 

All events must be numbered. The same number cannot be used for more than one event.

In the AONsystem,activities are represented by circles or nodes and arrowsare used to show only the dependency

relationship between the activity nodes (see Fig. 20.5).

  Fig. 20.5:AON

In the AOAdiagram,the time required for an activity is indicated alongside the arrow and in the AON diagram,the

timeis indicatedin the circle. For example,if activity a requires 10 days and b requires 12 days, they may beindicated

as shownin Fig. 20.6 and Fig, 20.7.

 

   

 Fig. 20.6: 10 days 12 days
AOA Showing Time 3

Required for G) > —C3)
Activity

Fig. 20.7:

AOA Showing Time @10- b,1
Required for

Activity

 

  

  

   
 

 

It becomes necessary to introduce dummy job (s) in constructing the network diagram if two or moreactivitiesin

the project have identical immediate predecessors and successors or if two or more jobs have some, but not all, of

their immediate predecessors in common. A dummyisan artificial activity introduced in a network to maintain a unique
numbering system forthe different activities and to keep the logical sequenceofactivities and their interrelationships

correct. A dummyjob takes zero to perform and is used solelyto illustrate precedence relationship.

Fig. 20.8 illustrates the use of dummyjobs. Activity b is a common immediate predecessor of both d and c, while

a is an immediate predecessorofd alone, and c is one of e. Hence two dummyjobsfand g are introduced to indicate

the precedence relationship.
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————

Fig. 20.8:
CPM Showlng

Dummy Activities

 

  

   
To illustrate the CPM technique, let us take a very simple example of a small research project. The project is

decomposedinto the followingactivities, viz., preparation of the questionnaire for consumer survey, preparation of the
questionnaire for dealer survey, and processing andinterpretation ofthe data collected by the dealer survey, processing
and interpretation of the data collected by the consumersurvey. This is represented on Fig. 20.9.

 

 

Job Immediate Time required to
identification Job description predecessor perform thejob

a Preparation of dealer questionnaire _— 10 days
b Preparation of consumerquestionnaire — 10 days
ce Dealer survey a 20days
d Consumer survey b 60 days

e Processing and interpretation of dealer survey data c 10 days

f Processing and interpretation of data d 30 days
 

  

Fig. 20.9:
Critical Path
 

 

   
Critical Path

Thecritical path is the longest path in a project network.

A path is a set of nodes connected by arrowsbeginning atthe initial node of a network and ending atthe terminal
node. In Fig, 20.10, there are two paths: 1-2-3-6 and 1-4-5-6 where the numbersrefer to nodes. The length of a path
in the networkis the total timeit takes to travel the path. This time is calculated by adding the individual times between

the connected nodes on the path.

The longest path in the network diagram here is the one connecting nodes 1-4-5-6 because it takes 100 days
compared to the path connecting nodes 1-2-3-6 which takes only 40 days. The job on the critical path are critical in
determining the project’s duration and hence they are called critical jobs or critical activities. The critical path is
represented by thick lines. Alternatively, it may be represented by double lines.
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‘
ing of the dealer su"tis clear that even if the preparation of dealer questionnaire, dealer survey and the processing Ivedata are delayed b ; i f delay thy 4 total of 60 days, the total duration of the projectwill not be affected. This extentof delay that can

be caused to jobs 7 ject is known as slack. In oyonthe non-critical path without affecting the total duration of the project Is :example, the slack is 60 days,

The conceptofcritical path makes it clear that if we want to reduce the tonal STOcneheaterable to reducethe time taken by activities on the critical path. For example,if we want to ah thecritical path (b. qof our exampleearlier, we have to reduce the time taken by any one or more ofthe whewate of people employedand f). For example, we may reduce the time for the consumer survey by increasing
for this purpose, Similarly, the data processing may also be done quickly.

Management Information Syotem
. ipment, procedures,software, anA ManagementInformation System (MIS)is a collection of dataprocessingaedane e effcens

people that integrates the sub-systemsofthe organisation and provides oe ne Seas,
managerial decision-making to discharge the managerial functions promptly an

Fig. 20.10

—
<

$$

 

 

  
 

Anefficient MIS plays a very importantrolein enabling the managersto efficiently perform managerial functionslike planning, organising, directing and controlling. Adequate and up-to-date information is an essential input forallthese functions. The MIS, therefore, is a prerequisite for efficient management.

Networkanalysis underlines several benefits. The important onesare:

( i) It ensures early and logical planning of the whole project, in terms of both aggregates and disaggregates.
(ii) It puts into perspective the full interrelationshipofall activities concerned in the project.
(iii) It monitors the progress of the project to its com

analysis would underline which jobs control th
controlling jobs are, in fact, the critical jobs or
the rest of the projectwhile any reduction in ti
sequence of jobs which require the longestti

pletion date. Initial planning of projects through network
€ rate of progress and which jobs have time to spare. The
‘key jobs.” Any delay in completing these jobs would hold upme on these jobs can reducethe overall timeofthe project. Theme to complete makesupthecritical path.

Determination of the critical Path assesses mana
remain on schedule. Naturally, critical jobs would be
managerial alacrity so that project completion time does not sufferrn Cs : - Depending on the nature of the project and thecriticality of the completion time, management mayeither slow downSain ee Or speed up different segments ofthe project sothat activities and events remain in consonance to one another,
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Reduction of the overall project time may involve selective increase in direct costs, as a result of crashing.
However, such increase would be more than compensated by project completion on date or even ahead of schedule.

Network analysis helps managementto know andjudge alternative ways of optimisation of direct and indirect costs
for giving the minimum total cost,

This IS particularly important in view of the fact that in many of the Indian public sector projects, expenditure
during construction has shot up several times more than the original project estimates due to various factors.

CONCLUSION

The PERT/CPM combined or unified network approachtoproject planning and controlis rated to be the best form
of project management system at present.

 

The method indicates and emphasises likely areas oftrouble and delay, It provides a basis for reporting progress,
indicates progress lags, requirementofextraeffort andits uscfulness, It facilitates changesin a programmeif the
situation warrants,

This planning technique involves analysing minutely the various jobs comprising a project, preparation of the
networkindicating logical and sequential relationship, scheduling by computing time parameters, and monitoring
and controlinvolving updating and time-cost tradeoffs if necessary.

Eventhough the stage up to scheduling is only the first phase of a network analysis, and is time consuming,it is
the most importantphase of planning as it makes the planner as well as the man in the field fully aware of the
minutest details ofthe project. The programmeofcrashing will be required in very few cases. The attempt in most
cases has so far been to see how the delay beyond target dates can be reduced.

This technique compels a thorough preplanning of the task which enables engineers and administrators alike to
inculcate an awareness and seriousness in cach andevery activity involved as identification of trouble spots and

pinpointing of responsibilities could be easily done. The network can be condensed or expandedto suitthe level

of application, execution and review.

This technique can be employed forall types of work, small or big. A network plan should be insisted upon when

contractors submittenders for projects. The intensity of delays can be reduced to a great extent and progress
stepped upif network planning is adopted and followed up with review of progress and controlat regularintervals.

Project design and network analysis are effective tools of management to achieve the objectives of the project.
Networkanalysis could raise timely warming or managementof the manufacturing units and efforts could have
been madeon that basis to persuade buyers to settle dues promptly.It is thus possible for managementto pinpoint

issues on the basis of network analysis to sort them out. The case study suggests that network analysis can

provideradarlike sensitivities, raising signals and indicating directions for managerial action.

The functions of planning, scheduling and controlling are essential to an organisation for execution of a project.
Networktechniques help the managementofthe organisation in performingall these functions more efficiently.
Indian entrepreneurs have been considered to the extent desirable, similar modern and precise project scheduling

techniques like PERT and CPMin drawingup the implementation schedule. The schedule ofconstruction furnished

by the promoters of the project in most cases simply indicate the period within which major items of project

implementationlike acquisition of land andsite preparation, commencement and completionofcivil construction,

placingoforders anddelivery ofimported andindigenous machinery and commencementofcommercial production

are expected to be completed. The above schedule neither providesindicationofrelationship between the various

operations nor doesit show the extent to which delaysin a particular operation would affect the remainder of the

project duration timein the comparative appraisalofproject ideas. Both the techniques discussed are complementary

and beneficial in implementing the project. While PERT is time-based, CPM cost-based. An integrated and co-

ordinated technique of PERT and CPM will enable the completion ofthe project in an optimistic time at a reduced

cost. The entrepreneurhas to master these techniques in achieving his main objectives. These techniques need to

be sharpened and appropriately used in project implementation.
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21 Progecr REPORT

CHAPTER

“A detailed project report (DPR) is drawn up based on the data and results obtainedfrom the wien denied studies,

The DPR is not very muchdifferent from a feasibility report; the difference tS only in respect of eau end degree of

accuracy. DPRis generallyprepared froma feasibility report with additional information:(a) deviations,ifany, from

feasibility report, (b) physical topog raphical information, (c) rates

concerned authorities for the supply of power. water, éfc., (c) estimate

detail, (f) general — import duty rates, insurance, freight, etc. The prepara

important stage of pre-investment phase of the project. .

for various cost estimations, (d) guarantees from

s covering all aspects of a project in sufficient

tion of the DPR ts the final and most

INTRODUCTION

Soonafter the identification of a project and its implementation, the project report is formulated after examining

various relevant aspects. Usually, the entrepreneur gets a project report prepared before a project or investment is

undertaken. That project report prepared before a project of investment is undertaken. That project report assesses the

demand of the proposed productto be produced, works out the costs of investmentas well as operational costs and

thus estimates the expected profitability of the proposed investment. It is on this basis that not only the entrepreneur

takes his decision on whetherto proceed on the proposed project, butalso financial backers, banks and state departments

involved in the project base their decisions on the ways and the extent to which the help should be provided.If the

entrepreneurhas to go to the money market to raise some risk capital for his venture, the project report may serve as

his main instrumentin convincing the investors aboutthe profitability of his venture. 
In fact, the state financing and nationalised banksin India over the years have beeninsisting on first getting such

a project report from the entrepreneur before taking any action onhis application for financial and other support. This

strategy has been in operation for several decades. However, the numberof the closing down of comparatively new

businesses, and the emergence of large numberof‘sick’ mills give a cause of concern about the strategies adopted at

the time of project appraisal. These issues not only adversely affect the involved entrepreneurs, but also the financing

institutions. Thusit is not only a serious setback to the budding entrepreneurs of a newl devela ing country; it wastes

the scarce investable funds of the nation, and as the banks have to break-even, this situation Eeae the real interest

rate in the economy, making developmentcostly.

ics of Entrepreneurial Development and Management
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Cl Project Report

A project report incorporating relevant data in respect of a project serves as a guide to management and records
merits and demerits in allocating resources to production of specific goods or services. A project report is prepared for
analysing the extent of opportunities in the contemplated project,

A project report is prepared by an expert after detailed study and analysis of the various aspects of a project.It
gives a complete analysis of the inputs and outputs of the project, It enables the entrepreneur to understand, at the
initial stage, whether the project is sound on technical, commercial, financial and economic parameters.

Parties Interested in Project Report

Financial institutions and commercial bankersare the interested parties in the project report which is prepared for
direct submission to financial corporations, banks for getting loans. It does not contribute substantially to future
operations.

The entrepreneurgets the report prepared by a consultant. As such, these parties providing term loans gofor the
report becauseit spells out how production should be organised to yield maximum results.

Scope of a Project Report

Project report includes information on the following aspects:
1. Economic Aspects: The project report should be able to present economic justification for investment. It should

present analysis of the market for the product to be manufactured. Market analysis basically pertains to the following
issues: (a) How big is the present market? (b) How muchisit likely to grow? (c) How muchofthe future market the
proposed project can capture after allowing a margin for future entrants? It provides an analysis of the economics of
production.

2. Technical Aspects; The appropriate report should give details about the technology needed, equipments and
machinery required and the sources of availability,

3, Financial Aspects: The report should indicate the total investment required including sources offinance and the
entrepreneur's contribution. It should present a comparisonof cost of capital with the return on capital.

4. Production Aspects: It should contain a description of the productselected for manufacture and the reasons for
such selection. The report should also bring out the fact whether the product is exportworthy. It should also give
details of the design of the product.

5. Managerial Aspects: The report should contain qualifications and experience of the persons to be put on the
management of the job. If the entrepreneur will look after management, the report must emphasise as to howheis
qualified to managethe venture.

Feasibility Reports Setting
A feasibility report or a project report of a new enterprise orofan expansion provides, in general, primary economic

information, financial data and technical details which serve a finite number ofdiscrete economic processes or cost
Structures of the industry concerned. Here, the economicprocessesare defined as combinationsof vectors of material
inputs and fuels (distinguished by supplying sectors), labour (by types and skills), capital (by types of function and
capacities of categories), permitting different levels of output with varying costs of production but subject to the
constraint of industrial capacities of the enterprise. The “industrial profile” is a similar document which also presents
a brief history and technical descriptions of processes in terms of technical inputs coefficients for small-scale or
medium or large-scale manufactures. Given these details, an entrepreneur is concerned with the local market prices
and relative prices of substitutes and complements as to guide decision-making for sales and purchases; and to enable
to compute and check forprofitability (social or private) of the enterprise expansion or of a new plant.
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womenMs however, concerned with the computation of Input capital fueledena on the

a number of Wor en the project report, Further, he examines Fron! the dou wr Ten ) ane of

aiartian etn " ’ © alternative solutions te attain a production waren, (0D Comparison of the alternatives and fing

Ot Them (ii) linplementation of the project and Kcope for economics of scale.

A nunber ot Possible alternative solutions of attaining a productlon turpet is the resultof studying available Production

techniques, of which choice for the best, aingly or in combination can be made, For comparison of alternative solutions

AMON A humberof feasible alternatives to the project, a criterion has 10 be chosen to achieve substantialrate of return

With a unique solution, sufficiently protitable to justifythe decision le curry on the enterprise. However, the searchfor

such a choice depends ona number of studies of the Individual projects oF of their combinations,

able use for estimation and refinement,

Pabular data which wouldappearin the feasibility reports and be of consider
of the different processes or sectors

input-output coefficients, capital coefficients and labour coefficients vectors

are available for referenee in Fig, 21.1,

The feasibility report should contain the following details: (a) promoter (8) of the project, (b) product(s) Of the

project, (¢) the level of output, (d) the raw materials used and the sources of supply, (¢) the technical production

methodselected andthe location of the plant, (/) the otal cost of the project (in local currency andforeign currencies),

(g) the proposed method of financing (proportions of the various sources of capital) und legal structure of the future

enterprise, (A) the unit cost of the manufacture compared to those at FOBorCIFprices, (1) the size of the market (and

the expected trading profits), (j) the effects of the projects on the economy, public finances and the labour market,(k)

| the existence of the market: trend of demand, the structure of competing firms and the proposed methodsofdistribution,

trends in imports, exports, income, prices, local producerscle. (1) possibility of producing at reasonablecost, alternative

| methods and brief reasons for selecting, (m) initial costs and costs of conversion: (i) investment costs and (ii) Operating

| costs, (n) commercial profitability to ensure repayment of loans and areturn on capital investment, (o) general information,

Contents of a Project Report

The following are the contents of a project report:

1. Objective and scope of the report.

2. Product characteristics (specifications, product uses and application, standards and quality).

3. Market position and trends(installed capacity, production and anticipated demand, export prospects and

information on import and export, price structure and trends).

4. Raw materials (requirement of raw materials, prices, sources and properties of raw materials),

5, Manufacture (processes of manufacture, selection of process, production schedule and production technique).

6. Plant and Machinery (equipments and machinery, instruments, laboratory equipments,electric load and water

supply and the essential infrastructure).

7. Land and building (requirementoflandarea, building, construction schedule).

| 8. Financial implications (fixed and working capital investment, project cost and profitability).

9, Marketing channels (trading practices and marketing strategy).

10. Personnel (requirements ofstaff, labour and expenses on wage payment).

The project report is prepared for submission to the financial institutions for the grant of land and otherfinancial

concessions. An entrepreneur can himseif prepare the report, otherwise assistance from experts can be sought. There

are several organisations which help entrepreneurs in the preparation of reports. The Small Industries Service Institute

(SISI) and SmallIndustries Development Organisation (SIDQ)help the entrepreneurin this regard. State Government

also help the entrepreneur in matters of financial assistance towards this end.
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Importance of a Project Report
ted i t factors likeProject report is of great importance, It highlights the practicability of a project In omreapA or

economy, finance, technology and social desirability, It is needed by the condeaad m and ‘cinailsts, bankers or
starting a new production line. These may be carried on by individuals like engineers
institutions, consultancy services and development banks.

ee ‘ inimising risks in theAn important aspect of the report lies in determining the profitability of the project and AMEE
execution ofthe project.

Proforma of a Project Report
We give here a proformaofthe Project report.

Proforma for a Project Scheme for the Manufacture of —
 

Title/Nameof the firm

1, Introduction

(a) Scope

(b) Product(give specification, viz., ISS/BSS/ASS)

(c) Process

(d) Marketability

(e) Location

(f) Sources of finance/repayment schedule.

2. Scheme

(a) Land and Buildings: Rs.
(owned/rented or leased)

(b) Machinery and Equipment Rs,
(give detailed specification/capacity/imported or indigenous). For imported machine allowances(for duty
on imported items, dock clearance charges, freight and insurance and local freight)

  
Rs.

Total: Rs.

(c) Testing Equipment Rs,

(d) Other fixed investments:

(i) Packing and forwarding charges Rs.
(ii) Electrification and installation charges Rs.
(iii) Cost of tools/jigs/fixtures Rs.
(iv) Cost of office equipment Rs.

(e) Total Non-recurring expenditure (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) Rs.

(f) Staff and Labour: Rs.
(i) Indirect labour nos. and wages/p.m. Rs.
(ii) Direct labour nos, and wages/p.m. Re

Total salaries p.m. [fi) + (ii)] Rs:

(g) Raw Materials and Consumables: Rs.

(Per month onsingle shift basis with specifications)
(i) Indigenous Rs.
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(it) Imported

Total: Rs.

(h) Other items of expenditure:
(Per month ona single shift basis)

(i) Power and water charges
(ii) Advertising and travelling
(iii) Transport
(iv) Commissionto distributors/agents

(i) Total recurring expenditure: (f) + (g) + (h)

(j) Working capital for 3 months 3 x recurring expenditure

(k) Total Investment required:

(i) Non-recurring expenditure

(ii) Working capital for 3 months

Total:

(1) Total Cost of Production:

(i) Total recurring expenditure

(ii) Depreciation on machinery and equipment
(iii) Depreciation on building

(iv) Maintenance charges

(v) Interest on total investment

(vi) Welfare for staff

(vii) Office stationery and postage,etc.

Total:

(m) Profit and Loss Account:

(i) Bysaleof... (qty.) of ... @

ex-factory exclusive of applicable taxes

(ii) Cost of production (1)

(iii) Profit (i) - (ii) Approx. percentage ofthe total

capital employed
Total:

3. Profitability and Projections

(generally for about 5 to 10 years)

Phaseofactivity
Profitability of phases

4. Infrastructure

(i) Locational advantage

(ii) Availability of material/power/water/labour

(iii)Governmentpolicy

Break-Even Point

‘ (i) Fixed Costs: aa

(Executive salaries/depreciation/rent/interest

on investment and administration costs)

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.
Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs,

Rs.
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(ii) Variable costs (direct labour/direct material/income-tax/

commission and administration costs) Rs.

Item of Cost Fixed + Variable Total

Materials Rs. Rs. Rs.

Labour Rs. Rs. Rs.

Other Expenditure Rs. Rs. Rs.

Q= pry
Where Q = Break-Even Quantity

F= Fixed Cost

V = Variable Cost per unit
P = Sales Price per unit

5. Names and Addresses of Suppliers
(i) Raw Materials

(ii) Machinery and Equipment

6. Remarks
Seal and Date (Signature of the Consultant)    

Project profile is a plan which enables a new entrepreneurto choose a suitable line of manufacture.

An entrepreneur usually finds it difficult to prepare this report due to heavy consultancy charges. In such

circumstances, a project profile which is in the form of blueprints ofdifferent business ventures cometo his rescue.

It gives full information about the business opportunity of different projects.

Proformaof a Project Profile on a small printing press is given below:

FPuoduct Introduction

A printing press can be started as a small business. The demand for job printing is increasing rapidly as the

publicity through advertisements in papers, cartons, pamphlets and booklets is needed in marketing of almost every

product.

The various educationalinstitutions and other establishments also require printingfacilities.

Puocess of Printing

The following is the processofprinting:

(i) The material to be printedis first of all composed by the compositor.

(ii) The composed materialis then fed into the printing machine and impression are got on the paper by mechanical
operation ofthe printing press.

Floor Space 65 x 16 = 1040 square feet
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The following machinery and equipments are required for a printing press:

(i) Chandeller type printing press (17" x 22")
(ii) 2 H.P. Motor 3 Phase = |

(iii) Rubber Roller = 1

(iv) Paper Cutting machine (42") = ]

(v) Proof Press (Roller) = |

(vi) Types, spacing materials, stars, monograms,etc.

(vii) Wooden type cases, racks, galleys, etc.

(viii) Type = 100 Kgs.

Supervisor 1

Compositor 1

Machinemen1

Helper 1

Raw. Materials

(i) Papers

(ii) Cards

(iii) Inks

(iv) Gums,etc.

Investment

(i) Machinery and Equipment

(ii) Working Capital for 3 months

(iii) Total cost of production per year

Sotal Production Per Year

(i) Value

(ti) Profit

(iii) Rate of return

eae

ann

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.
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. i ost estimates,
A project profile specifies all the requirements such as raw materials, process Sedeicoral Project

marketingfacilities, expenditures which may be incurredif the industrial unit is to be establis - Ses penal pibilihing

Profiles can be prepared bydifferent agencies. The Small Industries Development Organisatioeee ; ent as small-scalemodel schemes oncertain specific lines of production which provide immediate scope for developm
industries as well as other enterprises,

CONCLUSION
. i i rovidin

Theproject report is the blue print of a project. The report strives to eieehack

a bird’s-eye-view of project activity. The project report must contain the various : Os aaeowedGe

ultimately helps in the decision making process of whether ornot to seposnets ase ofthe project.

financial institutions insist upon such a project report in orderto be sure aboutthe feas! y aes

Since the financial commitments would be huge in manycases,it is necessary that niesa cofitable
money sufficient precaution should be taken orelse it would result in a huge loss saraa a. ee
projectis financed. Also they ascertain from the report the possibility of generation _ vimeseeates

itself and whether or not it would be substantial enough to repay theamount advance foe siionssapplied, a

period also indicates the technical feasibility and on the proper verification of the ; gina Scat

conclusion can be drawn aboutthe appropriateness of such feasibility. The  aawteie: or not adequate
feasibility, economic and commercial viability, financial implications of the clesfate: Iachostths (Oect
managerial competence required for successful running of the enterprise 16 - :
report is the summary ofvaried activities of a project — a very vital document.

oOo
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? Progect APPRAISAL

CHAPTER

—

rmining the accounting or shadowprices,

equity factory and use of discounted

rather than domestic prices,
“Little-Mirrlees approachto social cost benefit analysis involves dete

particularly for foreign exchange, savings, and unskilled labour; considering the

cash flow analysis. It seeks to measure costs and benefits in ternis of internationalprices,

and also in terms of uncommitted social income.

fied version of Little-Mirrless approach.

The Project Appraisal Divisionof the Planning Commission uses a modi
turn, effective rate of protection, and

All industrial projects are evaluated on three aspects — economicrate of re

domestic resource cost. "

INTRODUCTION

Project appraisal an exercise wherebya lending financialinstituti

of various aspects of an investment proposition to arrive at the financing decision. Appraisal

aimed at determining the viability of a project and sometimes,also in reshaping the project so as

This is done by allocating the term finance sought by a promoter.

on makesan independent and objective assessment

exercises are basically

to upgradeits viability.

g a project included technical, financial, commercial,

cts. This makesit necessary to recognise the inter-relationship underlying

the various aspects of a project. For example, the size of the initial market and the estimates for demand build-up

would determine the plant capacity and production phasing; these together would have a bearing on the profitability,

which, in turn, would determine the meansof financing. Location also has an important bearing on project cost and

cost of production. Above all, the management behind the project has a decisive influence on most of these aspects.

These considerations imply that project appraisalis viewed as a composite process as against the approachof viewing

each aspect individually.

This chapter will focus on the appraiser's thinking

This will help ensure necessary preparation on the part

The factors generally considered byinstitutions while appraisin

economic, ecological, social and managerialaspe

wpointofthe lending financialinstitutions.
process from the vie

trepreneurs/busi nessmen/bus
inesswomen.

of the borrowers-en
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fi i T oject app i ‘1 f r j i terms of its economic, 50) ial
Taisal sin pl mean SSCS nt ofa P ‘oject In ec » an

Inan j Vi - ans the assessme d
cial lability,

y

This exercise is criticalas it calls fora multi-dimensional analysis ofthe project that is, a complete scanning of the
Project,

Financialinstitutions and banks make

a

critical appraisal of projects which are submitted to them PYa RareDeeneurs

xSea eae. They have traditionally been accepting the data provided by the entreprencuras valid w ile assessine= project. In fact, the emphasis has largely been on the cash-flow andfinancial viability of a project in assessing theirSuitability for extending the loans,

 Fig. 22.1:
Aspects of Project [ PROJECT APPRAISA\

Appraisal

| |
[TecHNicat]|[FiNaNciat||[ COMMERCIAL| [ECONOMIC ||| MANAGERIAL|

 

 

      
[teGat |] [Sociat] [EcoLoaicat] [ORGANISATIONAL| 
 

Project appraisal can be defined as the promoter taking a second lookcritically and carefully ata Projectaspresented by the promoterperson whois in no way involved in or connected withits preparation and whois as suchable to take an independent, dispassionate and objective view of the projectin its totality as also in respect ofits various
components. The person whocarries out appraisal of a project is usually an official from the financialinstitutions ora team ofinstitutionalofficials. Since all ending activities involve risk in a smaller or larger measure, project appraisal
aims at sizing up the quality of projects and their long-term profitability aims at minimising the risk of lending by
rectifying their weaknesses and improving their quality by incorporating into them features / safeguards missed bythe
Promoters either because of lack of knowledge or information.

Scope of Appraisal

The appraisal of a project is undertaken by
market

Nevert

the financialinstitutions with the twin objectives of determining the
potential of a project and selecting an optimal strategy. The methods of analysis vary from project to project.heless, certain commonaspects of study from the angle of technology and engineering are with a mention:
Choice of technical process and/or appropriate technology;

— Technical collaboration arrangements,if any;

— Size and scale of operations;

Locational aspects of the project and availability of infrastructural facilities;
— Selection of plant, machinery and equipmenttogether with background, competence and capability of machinery/

equipmentsuppliers;

— Plant layout and factory buildings;

— Technical engineering services;

Project design and network analysis for the assessment of Project implementation schedule:
— Aspects relating to effluent disposal, management of entry, utilisation of by-products ete.:

7
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— Project cost and its comp; toni : ia aieeuk Parison with other similar projects, based on technology, equipment, product mix and

7 oaOf project cost estithates, profitability projections, etc.;
— Sensitivity analysis, 7

It must be remembered that the diffe
related; and 4 meaningful project appra

size of the total market for a product a

Ferem aspects of a project are not independententities but are highly inter-

isal depends upon the appreciation of this fundamentalfact. For example, the
8 it exists now andthe yearto year estimates of the future progressivecall for

expansion ofdemand would determine planned capacity of the dpe! unit and the phasing of paodctiod overthe
years. These in turn would influence the project cost and profitability which would determine the meansof financing.
The cost of the project and profitability are influenced to a significant extent by its location. Over and abovethis, the
management behind the project, has a decisive role to play in almostall aspects of the project.

Steps Followed in Project Appraisal

Project appraisalis a scientific tool. It follows a specific pattern. First and foremost, an analysis of a region's
economy provides a general framework within which the assessment of any project is made. This analysis indicates
whether the project is in a potential environment which enjoyspriority for economic developmentofthe region/state
concerned. This exercise itself usually involves the investigation of six different aspects: economic, technical,
organisational, managerial, operational, and financial. The relative importance of these different aspects can vary
considerably according to circumstances and type of project. The main stages of the system of project appraisal are:

Step 1 — Economic Indicates priority use.

Step 2 — Technical Involves scale of the project and the process adopted.

Step 3 — Organisational Suitability is examined.

Step 4 — Managerial Adequacy and competencearecritically scrutinised.

Step 5 — Operational Capability of the project.

Step 6 — Financial Determinesthe financial viability for sound implementation and efficient operation.

  

Fig. 22.2: ‘ :
Steps of Project 2no4ect Appraisal Founat

Appralsal
 
 

Criteria Project-I Project-Il Project-IIIl_ Project-IV
 

Investment size

Location

Technology

Equipment

Marketing

Power d& Water

Others’ performance

Working capital needs

Labour component

Economicviability

y
e
r

P
E
I
A
w

S

 

Total
 

Point Scale: A = 5 points; B=4 points; C=3 points; D=2 points, E=1 point.    
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| : it

é

hs The economic ASPects of appraisal are fundamental as they logically precedeall other aspect thin in so because¢ bank will not finance “project unless it stands assured that the project represents a high-priority use of a region'sresources, However, a Purely financial analysis normally does not provide an adequate basis for judging 4 project's
Value to the fconomy, since the financial analysis looks at the project only from alimited viewpoint of the Tevenuesentering the project's own accounts, So, an economic or social analysis looks at the project fromthe viewpoint of theWhole economy, asking whether the latter will show benefits sufficiently greater than project Costs to justify MmVestmentin it,

The economic benefits brought about by a successful project normally take the form ot a) }nerensed at Of
800dsor services, cither dire clly ofindirectly (as in a large class of cost-reducing projects). avena
Will also generate many different forms of additional income,such as increased wages or sit ‘aetna 7 i Ou, larger8overnment revenues, higher earnings for the owners ofcapital, or most frequently, a combinati ese Incomebenefits,

inti ’ ’ a, % i SONS a riIn a large majority of cases, it is possible to quantify project costs and benefits, and to construct a rate of returnOr some other aPpropriate move, Future costs and benefits are calculated, biteterionatte as
found appropriate. Further both costs and benefits are put under subsidence toinitiate the projects’ estimated rate ofreturn.

Thelatteris then compared with the minimum carning powerof capital judged appropriate for cach country, Whilethe rate of returm is an importanttest thatall projects with quantifiable cost and benefits mag pass,ne andits
Significance is usually overestimated. The rate of return is a necessary confirming test of projects t at have to be
justified within a much wider frame of reference, in which basic project objectives and the naweoF Project benefits
(e.g., foreign-exchange Savings, increased employment and improved incomedistribution) play majorroles.

  Fig. 22.3:
Economic Aspects

of a Project
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Onganisational Aspects

As a lender and a developmentinstitution, the bank places particular stress on the need for an efficient organisation
and responsible managementfor the execution ofthe project. During appraisal, these two essential dimensions ofproject are examined. If oneor the otheris found wanting,short-
and the bank may make a clause for assistance — such as the r
assist in running the enterprise, at least during the initial ph

term remedial steps are recommendedto the entrepreneur
ecruitment of individuals or an organisation qualified to
ase; or those for a longer term, such as a management
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study, reorganisation or creation of a new autonomous agency to operate the project. In either case, the need for

training localstaff to fill positions at all levels is examined, and training programmes may well be included as part ofthe
roject. The objectiveof this aspect of appraisal is to make sure that the project is adequately carried out and that a

locally-staffed institution, capable of contributing effectively to the developmentofthe sector in question,is created.
 

—_—_
Fig. 22.4:

Organisational
Aspects
_

 

  STRUCTURE] JORGANISATION| RECRUITMENT TRAINING
       

 

  ORGANISATION    

If the management is incompetent, even a good project mayfail. It is rightly pointed outthatif the project is weak,

it can be improved upon, butif the promoters are weak and lack in business acumen,it is difficult to reverse the

situation.It is, therefore, natural that financialinstitutions very carefully appraise the managerial aspects before sanctioning

assistance for a project.

It may be relevantto recall here that there are provisions which enable financial institutions to exercise control

overthe assisted units. For example, they now stipulate the condition of option for conversion of loans into equity in

respect of loans aggregating to Rs. 5 crore or more generally, and in respect of sick units, irrespective of the amount

of assistance and the level of shareholding in the assisted company.

Further, there is a provision for appointment by the financial institutions of nomineedirectors on the boardsof all

MRTP companiesassisted by them. As regards non-MRTP companies, nominee directors are appointed on the boards

ona selective basis, especially in cases where one or moreofthe following conditionsexist, viz., (a) the unit is running

into problems andis likely to becomesick,(b)institutional holding is more than 26 per cent and (c) the institutional

stake by way of loans/investment exceeds Rs. 5 crores.

The Companies Act, the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, etc., empower Government to exercise

powers of control over the management, including the take-over of managementofindustrial undertakings.

All these indicate the importance given to proper managerialstrategies to prevent mismanagement.

If a proper appraisal of the managerial aspects is made in the beginningitself, future problemsin this area can be

avoided to a very large extent. It is, therefore, necessary that the overall background of the promoters, their academic

qualifications, business and industrial experience,their past performance,etc. are lookedinto in greater detail to assess

their capabilities for implementing the project for which financial assistance has been sought.

Technical Aspects

The importance of technical appraisal in project evaluation needs no emphasis. Technical appraisal of a project

broadly involvesa critical study of the following:

Location and Site

Anindustrial feasibility study aspect refer

the project should be located. Towards this end, t

the location.

s to the appropriate and location selection of a geographical area where

he required site characteristics shall be kept in mind whenselecting
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-al location because the site may significantly influence

ria
There.are a numberof importantfactors that influence indust +g environment, etc.

the cost of production and distribution, distribution efficiency, the operatinE
f

hat at a particular location where one or a few factors

the fact tha ‘on, therefore, revolves round the combined
The problemofsite selection gets complicated by

fan optimum locati
are favourable, other factors may not be so. Selection 0

consideration and evaluationof all the relevant factors.

e the following:
The important factors that influence industrial location ar . 5a ,

e source of raw materials. This is particularly trueof

1. Raw Material Supplies: Certain industries are located near the soure® na high Material Index (the proportion of

industries based on gross (weight-losing) localised material — industri?” we vail located near the ore deposits and

the localised material to the final product). For example,iron and steel mil wy tend o be closer to forests or riverways

sugar mills in the sugarcane cultivating regions. Similarly, the timber industry : ness centres of the world, is on the

leading from forests. Kallayi (near Calicut, Kerala), one of the largest ine Octal cases, even industries based o

banks of the Chaliyar river leading from the richly endowed Nilambur forests. nce India for example,is developed a

pure materials prefer to be located near source of raw materials. The jute industry in indie,
in

‘Te i was in the cotton rowing repi

the jute growing region. Similarly,the early developmentof the cotton textile industry wa B region.

ated in closer proxi mity to the raw material sources,

Industries using perishable raw materials also tend to be loc This i .

2. Proximity of Markets: Certain categories of industries tend to be locatedaaniie i.ak

tru i i ith th i that involves an increase 17 eee '

e of the industries with the manufacturing process vet, Bottling of drinks is a very good

the transport istributi ‘nimised by being closer to the mar

nsport and distribution costs can be minimised by g ated closerto the market.

example. Industries with fragile and perishable output also have a tendency to be loc

ally, manufacturing units may be established

Whenthereare large markets geographically spread,national or internation

in close proximity to the major markets.

s including the cost of transport play an importantrolein

air, rail and road transportfacilities exert a strong pull on

d finished products that it is to be considered but also the
3. Transportation Facilities: Transportation facilitie

industrial location. No wonder,centres connected with sea,

industries. It is not only the transportation of the materials an

transportation facilities for the personnel,

e significant variationsin transportation costs between different locations.

Places with a high transport disadvantage are not likely to attract industries. It is due to this reason that the

Governmentof India is providing transport subsidy to industrial units located in certain hill regions and islands witha

view to encouraging the industrial developmentofthese regions,

4. Power and Fuel Supply: Power and fuel supply conditions have an important bearing on industrial location.

Cheap poweror fuel and its uninterrupted supply is an important attraction for industries, especially in the era of

energy crisis. In the past, certain industries tended to be located near coal deposits. But the advent of electricity has

greatly changed the industrial location patterns. Now,it is not very difficult to take power supply to the location of raw

material supply so that the weight-long materials may be processed at their location.

In a vast country like India, there may b

Electrification of various parts of the country, including the villages, is encouraging decentralisation of industries.

5. Water: Certain industries like the paper industry by their very nature require large quantities of water. The

quality and properties of the available water is as important as the quantity of water available and the stability ofits

supply. A number of industries also use the water sources for effluent disposal. While selecting the location, the

possibility of the pollution of water by other industries making the waterunfit for industrial and domestic urposes

should also be considered. The requirements of water by the employees and their families housed near the industrial

unit for domestic purposes and its availability should also be considered.

6, Manpower: The economic, social andpolitical aspects of labour su 5 ‘

: : : pply have an im i industrial

location. Not only the quantity but an assessment of skill levels of the wvailableoenas In

certain regions, abundant cheap labour may be available; but if the labou : :

industry will have to incur expenditure on training the labour. r does not possess the required skill, the
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Cheaplabour is particularly important for industries where labour accountsfora significant part of the total value
added. On the important factors influencing the location of plants in the less developed countries by the multinationals
(MNCS) is said to be the cheap labour supply.

For the assessment to be realistic, itis essential that the Wage rates be compared with the level of productivity by
the labour,

Certain socio-economic characteristics and political affiliations of labour are also important considerations. In

certain localities and communities, labour turnover and absenteeism are high. These factors may not only tend to

increase the expenses but also affect the smooth functioning of the enterprise.

Some regions may be characterised by the dominance of militant trade unions, widespread labourunrest, etc.,

seriously affecting the smooth functioning of industries, Industries prefer to consider other areas for their location.

It may be difficult to get professional, skilled manpoweretc., if the location is very remote and deprived ofcivic

amenities.

7, Labour Laws and Government Policy; Labour laws and the government'sattitude and policy toward strikes and

other labour problems and employee-employerrelations, etc., may also influence location decision-making.

8. Natural and Climatic Factor: Natural and climatic factors also play an important role in the location of certain

industries, as the absence of these conditions will necessitate additional expenditure to create favourable conditions

artificially. For instance, humid climate is conducive to cotton textile industry. Favourable climatic conditions and

other environmental factors played a major role in the location of these industries.

9, Strategic Considerations: Theyalso influence the location ofindustries. It is not likely that major industries will

be located in strategically sensitive areas even if all economic factors favour such a location. Especially in the case of

strategic industries, special care is taken to assure that the location chosenis not easily accessible to the military forces

of other countries. For defence industries, strategic location may be the sole criterion.

10, Taxes and Fees: Variations in taxes, fees and charges may also influence industrial location.

11. Incentives and Disincentives: Thereare also certain incentives and disincentives which also mayaffect industrial

location. For instance, in India, the Union and State Governments offer a numberof fiscal, monetary and physical

incentives for industries in the notified backward regions.

Certain disincentives like higher taxes may discourage industries in certain regions. Government may even ban

new industrial units in congested areas, large urban areas or developed regions.

12, Site and Services: Someindustries require a large area of land which may notbe available in a locality where

all other factors are favourable, Availability of the required type and quantity of land at reasonableprices is, thus, an

important factor.

With a view to developing industries in certain regions, Governmenthas been providing developedsites and necessary
facilities and services. Certain such locations like Hosur (Tamil Nadu) have been very successful in luring industries.

Similarly, industrial estates have been established in different parts of the country to encourage the developmentof

industries.

13, Socio-economic and Political Factors: Socio-economicandpolitical factors are also sometimes very important,especially in respect of location of public sector units. Some large-scale public sector units are located in backwardregions on such considerations. Social and political considerations sometimes favour industrial location in certain
sensitive regions.

14. Miscellaneous Factors: There are also a numberofother factors that may influence industrial location — the
attitude of the local community, proximity of complementary industries, prospects of developmentof the region,

Service facilities required by the industry, recreational and social facilities, proximity to importantcentreslike metropolitan
Centres, personal factors, historical factors, etc.
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Site
These include the load bearin“an

o

f

the site- .ction 0 facilities for water supply ang
‘ le 1

dered in the se nsport facilities,There are a number of importantfactors to be cons! to tra5
capacity ofthe site, towards flodd and earthquake hazards, acces

effluent discharge, ecological factors, etc.
nije tdkanies citie

s

roblem. Environmentalpollutionj,
, le; on. For example,

The nature of the industry has a bearing on the site select!
fluence the selection of site,

j : jor p; harge is a majo
need abundantsupply of water. For some industries,effluent discharg actors in

‘ on ' with, All these f
a serious problem that certain industries have to confront ations. However, someofthe facilitie,Fie i c5 ad ’ in specified lo

As stated earlier, the Government provides‘site and service P
a Bie i ' ites.

needed for certain industries may not be available on these sit

Size of the Plant]Scale of Cperation
tor that determines the economic and financia]. sae tl i fac

The size of the plant or scale of operations 1s an important

viability of a project. i ;
+ i economical. If the size is syh.

In many industries, there are certain technological plant capacities which are 7”
optimal, there will be diseconomies of scale. . _ .

This is one of the important reasons for poor performance of many emerpaispan
result in high cost and make survival in a competitive market, particularly in the 1m banacutegia be i _
The GovernmentofIndia in this context, has emphasised that the plants or scale of operations economic

size.

ss technology and equipmentareoftenAn important aspect of technological size is that the available process ;
s in such sectors are, therefore, availablestandardised at specific capacities in production sectors. Operative capacitie

only in certain multiples.

There are, however. certain factors that may come in the way of optimal scale. For example, there may be demand

constraints, i.e., the market demand maybe too Jow that it cannot absorb the outputofthe large plant. In somecases

there may be resource and input constraints. For example, the available raw material in a region may notbe sufficient

to feed a large plant. Whenthereis importantcontrol, non-availability of economic size plants or equipments domestically

makes the adoption of optimal scale impossible. Sometimes, there will also be scarcity of finance.

Anotherfactor that may discourage the establishmentof large-scale facilities is the risk of rapid obsolescence of
technology or the product.

Technical Feasibility
Appraisal of ethnical aspects of a project involves scrutiny of such aspects ofthe projectas:

— Manufacturing process/technology selected.

— Technicalcollaboration arrangements made,if any.
— Capacity/size of the project and the scale of operations.

— Location of the project.

— Availability of physical and socialinfrastructural facilities.
— Availability of various inputs covering raw materials as well as utilities.
— Selectionofplant, machinery and equipmenttogether with background

equipmentsuppliers. .

— Plant layout/and factory building.

competenceand capability of machinery!
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— Technical engincering services,
— Project desig ‘

Proj sn and network analysis for assessing the project's implementation schedules, etc.

The technical feasibility study should consider the ad
specifications, plant layout, be
plant and equipments, reput

equacy andsuitability of the plant, the equipmentsand theirHancing of different sections of the plant, proposed arrangements for procurement ofthe
ation of the machinery suppliers, etc.

Thendshould also consider the technology required for a particular project, evaluate technological
alternatives and select the most appropriate technology in terms of optimum combination of project components. The
various implications of the acquisition of such technology should be assessed, including contractual aspects of technology
licensing where applicable, etc,

Governmentof India’s policy in this respect clearly states that while evaluating applications for industriallicensing,
the following factors will be specifically considered:

(i) Whether the proposed capacity is of economic size.

(ii) Whether the processes proposed to be adoptedare efficient from a techno-economic point of view.

(ili) The extent to which diversification and expansion proposals will result in fuller utilisation of capacity and

economies ofscale.

Besides, proper evolution of alternative technologies is essential for selection of the appropriate one. This evaluation

should be related to plant capacity and should commence with a quantitative assessment ofoutput, production build-

up and gestation period and qualitative assessment of product quality and marketability.

The selection of technologyhasto berelated to the nature ofthe principal inputs that may be available for a project

and to an appropriate combination of factor resources for both short and long periods.

Financial Aspects

The purpose of the appraisal of financial aspects of a project is generally to ensure its initiation of financial

conditions for the sound implementation and efficient operation. The scope ofthis aspect of appraisal varies, of

course, considerably with the nature of the project and whetherit is revenue-producing (e.g., industry, utilities,

agriculture) or not (e.g., education, most highway projects).

  

Fig. 22.5:
Financial Aspects

of Project
Appraisal
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Forprojects which invoof the availability and cost
Ive the marketingof a productorservice by an entity, the appraisal includesin investigation

marketing the prod
Of raw materials power, labour, and services needed for production, and the ProspectsforUCt oF service profitably,

imevery case,itis necessary to ensure that satisfactory accounts are maintained for effective control over &xXpenditureand revenue, and to disclose the project and entity carrying it out. Also, since the banks finance only a part of theinvestment cost ofa Project,it is necessary to ensure that funds from other sources are available On acceptable termsto meet the balance of the cost. This =e be relatively simple where the governmentis able, without difficulty, to

Providethe rest ofthe necessary funds from budgetary sources; or it may be complicated, as in a project to expand o;modernise a revenue
the project mustbe

~eaming concern, whereall the financial requirements of the concern during the construction of
considered.

; Financial appraisal also evaluates capacity of revenue-producing investments from the standpoint of the entity,
industrial Sponsoror other investor who would make them,in order to ascertain whetherit is sufficiently attractive towarranttheir participation, Establishing that the entity carrying outthe projectis in a position to manageits business in4 Cost-effective fashion,is another important aspect.

Thefinancial aspect of project appraisal covers the following areas:

(i) Cost analysis: In the case of cost analysisit is to be decided or to be worked out what wouldbethe cost of
production. There are different methods of finding out cost.

(ii) Pricing: This strategy concerns the fixing up of the product's price. Price fixation is a very tediousjob. The
price mustbefixed very judiciously, because the price is the cause of demand.Ifthe price is high, the demang
may be low and vice versa and a low price may mean lowerrate ofprofit also.

(iii) Financing: The funds neededto finance the project is an important aspect of project appraisal. It is concerned
with raising the funds and making their most efficient use. The funds must be raised from places where the
rate of interest is lower.

(tv) Income and Expenditure: The income and expenditure profile is concerned with the estimates regarding the
income expected and expenditure involved in the project. This helps in ascertaining the costinvolved in production
and profit expected therefrom. Detailed proposed accounts should be made for future reference to know
whether the plans are working out properly ornot.

Financial institutions examine the project to ensure economic justification of investment details, They study the
- marketing scope of the project and also its worth to the national economy by analysing the consumption pattern and
the potential demand for the project.

Manhet|Commexcial Uopects
In setting up an industrial project, estimation of demand for the product/group of products proposed to be

manufactured by a promoteris the first important step. Ideally, the market analysis should give a comprehensive
accountof the market opportunity, as well as of the marketing strategy appropriate for converting the opportunity into
a reality. Marketing strategy in this context could be defined as an ever-evolving design or blueprint consisting ofa set
of inputs like product quality, price, design, dealer/agency discounts, distribution network/channels, packaging,etc.

To be of maximum benefit to a promoter, whether new oralready established, market analysis should coverthe
following major aspects:

(i) Analysis of market opportunity and specifying marketing objectives. This involves a scientific assessmentof
(a) total size of the market for a product; and (b) the share that could be secured bya firm,existing or new.

(ii) Planning the process of marketing the product.

(iii) Organisation of the marketing process.
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iv) Control of the implementationof the marketing plan which facilitates taking corrective action when the actual
results deviate from the estimates or expectations.

An intensive scanningandanalysis of the proposed environmentin which the industrial unit has to function should

form the basis for analysing market opportunities as well as for specifying the marketing strategy. This is because the

ever-changing environmentin which the industry sector functions, restricts or expands the opportunities available to
and the threats to be faced by an industrial unit.

Market opportunities expressed in terms of demand forecasts and market shares are based on a host offactors

outside the control of the promoter, whereas marketing strategy and marketing process are largely under his control.

Hence, the formulation ofa detailed marketing plan, specification of a proper marketing strategy, and the mannerin
which the marketing process should be undertaken would enable the promoter to cope with the uncertainties in the

market place more effectively than otherwise, It is also a fact that the estimated market share of a promoter and his
marketing strategy influence and reinforce each other and should never be viewedin isolation.

Answers to the following questions wouldindicate the safeguards that may be necessary to take in the likely weak

areas in the project:

(i) What is the managementculture in which the entrepreneur has been brought up?

(ii) Is the entreprenur’s approachto project planning scientific and consistent with the requirements of the proposed
project?

(iii) In the initial stages of project planning,is the entrepreneurenlisting the support of mere helpersor of professional

managers?

(iv) How has the entrepreneur drawnthe organisational structure of the unit? Does it show ad hocismorindicate

that he has tried to merely fulfil certain legal/other obligations or is it purposeful and doesit indicate a good
deal of foresight on his part?

The difference between an entrepreneur and managerhas been dealt withearlier.

Political and Labour Considerations

Financial institutions also pay attentionto political environment and labour conditions of the area where the project
is to be located. Strikes, lockouts, industrial peace and communal harmonyinthe areaplay a decisive role in examining

success or failure of the project.

The lending institutions examine the project to study its soundness on technical, economic, commercial and
managerial grounds. If the appraisal report is found satisfactory, the loan application will be favourably considered.

The manager then communicates his decision to the borrower and terms and conditions will be negotiated. The most
important areas for the borrower and lender to negotiate are: timing in relation to negotiations method of financing
based on certificates of work done, repayment schedule, rates of interest, commitment fees, security options, and
monitoring and control requirements.

Sechnical Collaboration Muangements

The Government of India has issued an illustrative list of industries where no foreign collaboration, financial or

technical, is to be allowed in view of indigenous technology base having been well-established. However, looking to
the need for constant upgradation of production technologyin line with that of developed countries, the Administrative
Ministries and Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) may permit import of technology in those field where:

— indigenous technology developed foritemsin thelist is too closely held andis not available for use by new
entrepreneurs on competitive terms;
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: estic requirements efficient
— technology is required for updating of existing technology in India to meet dom ly

or to be competitive in the export market; and
backed by buy-back guarante

— such import is required for the manufacture ofitems with substantial expor's, y buy es,
ising institutions with reference

The termsin the collaboration agreement are examined in detail by the apecampers aie indigent

technical know-how, engineering services, procurementof imported equipme for non-performance specified in the
available equipment, performance guarantee by the collaborators, penalties rion pesidil pTOViGioNTTOH Grainne

agreement, deputation of foreign exports during construction, initial and Peeeoncetaliig tie-up arrangements silk
ofIndian technicians etc. The reputation of the collaborators and pastsanof the project, the reasonabilit
them, the competitiveness of the termsof collaboration in relation to the require oy alncaeaitictive clonsea-inre ms

of financial collaboratidns and other costs by way of down-payment and royalties 2

to marketing areasetc., are also looked into and worked upon by the appraiser.

In the case of financial collaborations, the terms relating to the rightof vampSapomae
managementandfuture issues of share capital are also critically examined and cons! valotes/Missions incaon
reputation of collaborators, where necessary, are checked through the Indian Conse ——
through the India Investment Centre.

Research and developmentis also studied in depth andit is ensured that during aete

period,the borroweris allowed free access to the latest developments that may ae : ablishi hi ine xineThe collaborators are also required to agree for providing facilities to the borrower in establishing his own uptodate R

& D organisation, both in terms of equipment and manpower.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, project appraisal is a science as well as an art. While the basic principles of appraisalcould be
mastered in a short time span, the successful practice of the art of carrying out appraisal requires keen

observation, a knack for details, objectivity, decision-making. It is also necessary to look ahead of the

project. Project appraisalis a key to broad-based, balanced industrial growth ofthe country.In a way,it calls

for a judicious judgement and perspective outlook.It is, therefore, amply viewed as a composite processof
development.

 

©O®
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3 FacToRY DESIGN AND

LAYOUT

CHAPTER

—

“4 factory houses the manufacturing processes, physicalfacilities, materials, and personnel. Factory design is a plan

for a particular type ofbuilding, arrangement ofmachinery and equipment, and provision ofservice facilities, lighting,

heating, ventilation, etc. in the building. The arrangement of machinery and equipment for the manufacturing process

is known as factory layout.”

INTRODUCTION

In creating a factory, an entrepreneurcreates somethin

resources which lack the dimension of targeted benefits. For t

to combine a variety of material and humanresources. These potent

of the factory location, in planning and constructing the factory building,

equipment, in putting up other production facilities and auxiliary services, an

competence to use the physical resources for the purpose of producing goods.

In this Chapter, emphasis is being laid on the aspects of factory design, planning and layout.

g whichis attractive, useful and ingenious from material

his, the entrepreneuruseshis skills, abilities and strategies

jal resources manifest themselvesin the selection

in procuring and installing machinery and

d in recruiting and selecting men of

This makes it imperative for ensuring smooth working of the small industrial activity be it in its administrative

work or shop floor activity or even stores management.

observed: “The planning and control of the supply and movement of materials and

lant and labour ensures that the necessary resources are available at every stage of

pletion of a predetermined delivery programme, and constitute the management
Dr. Nau Nihal Singh has apy

components and the utilisation of p

manufacture to ensure the economic com

techniques of production planning and control.”

Concept of Factory Design

he plan fora particular type of building, arrangementofmachinery and equipment,

The term factory design refers tot
ra

Tet heating, ventilation, etc.in the building.

and provision of service facilities, lighting.
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Importance of Factory Design
Factory design and layout of the factory are significant aspects of the factory organisations. They have direc

relationship with the Process of manufacturing, productively and value of the product. It also influencesthe Operaional

cos rvision.ts of the enterprise. It also boosts the morale of workers and ensures maximum supe

: lant. It also i
The design and layout of a factory directly influences the operational costs of the plan MPTOVES the

productivity and profits. The factory design and layout should be scientific and systematic. Theprinciple benefits of a
well designed factory are as follows:

* Provides adequate storage facilities for raw material and finished goods

* Direct bearing on the costs of heating, power, light and other services
* *

* Provides a pleasant work environment and enhances employees’ morale

* Increases productivity and minimises strain and fatigue

® Reduces excessive movement of workers

* Ensures maximum visibility of operations to the supervisors

* Improves efficiency and steady growth.

Factors Affecting Factory Design

The following factors influence the design of a factory:

1. Location

2. Nature of the manufacturing process

3. Plant Layout

4, Functional Smoothness

5. Material Handling and movement

6. Cost of Building

7. Lighting, Ventilation and Service Facilities

8. Nature of Product

9, Future expansion, modernisation etc,

10. Projecting the image of a factory

11. Appearance.

The factory design and layout should be flexible so that it ma
modernisation, diversification and expansion with minimum cost

In preparing a factory plan, the small entrepreneur has —

(i) To determine the optimal size of the factory in accordance wi . — -
consideration ofits envisaged future growth: with the manufacturing plan, which includes

y be adapted easily to technological change,
and time,
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(ii) To select a properlocation for the planton the basis of the availability of infrastructure anih markat Oom
(ili) To prepare equipment layout on the basis of the class of work;

(iv) To prepare production methods when materials move continuously through a series of machine apis
(v) To determine the type of structure required on the basis of the type of product with full eatey EEE
(vi) To provide service facilities for workers and machines:

(vii) To schedule the construction and installation of machinery.

Any planning exercise requires ofthe planner a good knowledge of whatis involved in the activity concerned, such

gs the nature of the materials to be handled, their quality and the quantity, the processes they have to be subjected to,

inspection and quality control at various stages, assembly procedures, packing, ctc. He should also know the sequence

of operations. He should look ahead beyond the immediate future and anticipate changes, modifications, additions,

deletions, etc., which may be forced upon his organisation as a result of expansion, obsolescence, diversification or

any other reasons. Having anticipated these, provision should be made to accommodate such changes.

While working on a factory layout plan, a very important aspect to be kept in mind is the fact that the movement

of materials from onestage of manufacture to the next should be minimal. For this, this movementhas to be streamlined.

If this is not initiated,it will result in the wastage of human effort and time, both of which have a telling effect on the

efficiency of an organisation and thecost of production. In industrial life, the economic and efficient usage of all the

factors of production is the key to profitability and the ability to compete in the market.

Selection of Plant and Equipment
The adequacyand suitability of the plant and machinery is examined in the context of the selected process, basis

of selection, reasonability of cost, reputation and ability of machinery suppliers, reliability of performance and proper

balancing in various sections so that no section has under or over capacity. The arrangements/agreements with the

machinery suppliers are examined with special reference to the price quoted, guarantees of workmanship and

performance, provisions for spare parts and efficient after-sales service,

The plant and machinery might have been selected by the applicant on the advice of its collaborates, turn-key

contractors or technical advisers. Similarly, the suppliers of the plant and machinery might have been suggested by the

collaborators or consultants or selected through competitive bids. Full details, including the degree of sophistication in

the selection of machinery and equipmentasalsothecriteria in the selection of suppliers are obtained by the appraisers

and examined. In the case of machinery and equipment proposed to be imported, unless the same is against a “tied-

credit”, it is ensured that the practice of calling competitive tenders is followed. Further, the institutions also ensure

that the promoters are not in any way interested directly or indirectly with the parties supplying machinery to the

project.

Project based on secondhandplant a:4 machinery are generally not encouraged bythe financial institutions. The

borrower should not make any commitmentsorincur capital expenditure without specific section offinancial assistance.

Proposals involving acquisition of secondhand machinery for setting up new units where cost capacity exceeds 25 per

cent of the total cost/capacity of machinery/proposed schemeare not normally entertained. In respect of schemes for

expansion and diversification, this limit would, however, depend upon the actual need and other relevant factors.

Likewise, the use of secondhandplant and equipmentis specifically not encouragedfor the production of sophisticated

items or where the dimensional accuracy of the product is of paramount importarice. However, the use of second-hand

machinery and equipment is considered as an exception in those cases where the delivery period of new machinery is
unduly long and the cost of new machinery is likely to be far in excess of secondhand machinery, thereby affecting the

Profitability and economics of the project.

In respect of machinery supply agreement for secondhand plant and equipment, it ensured that the agreement

Provides for the following:
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‘ oo -
Responsibility should be undertaken by the suppliers for doing or getting done the required reconditioning/

renovation and processing and a warranty/guarantee thereof,
. bs ;

Undertaking that cach and every equipment to be supplied with or without reconditioning will be covered bya

guarantee/warranty for free replacement of parts, components, materials, oF spares, if proved defective in

design, materials workmanship, reconditioning, fatigue, etc, after erection at the factory site during such of

the initial years of Operation as may be mutually agreed upon,

ed
* Provisions for performance guarantee to the rated capacity.

* Provision for providing adequatetechnical personnel for control andsupervision during erection of the equipment

with a view to ensuring proper performance and commissioning as visualised.

. Provision for penalty, damages, indemnity, etc., if equipment is not foundsatisfactory.

Factory Planning

Every normal person would enjoy living anorderly life. Such a way provides him with not only peace, confidence,

assurance, but also developsbig efficiency in whatever he is involved in. Similarly, every small industrial activity is

planned with a view to ensuring its orderly working beit in its administrative work or shop floor activity or even stores

management.

Dr. Nau Nihal Singh aptly observes: “The planning and control of the supply and movement of materials and

componentsandthe utilisation of plant and labour ensures that the necessary resources are available at every stage of

manufacture to ensure the economic completion ofa predetermined delivery programme,and constitutes the management

techniques of production planning and control.”

Determinants of Factory Planning

(i) To determine the optimal size of the factory in accordance with the manufacturing plan, which includes a

consideration of the envisaged future growth of the operation.

(ii) To select a proper location for the plant on the basis of the availability of infrastructure and market centres.

(iii) To prepare equipmentlayout on the basis of the class of work;

(iv) To prepare production methods when materials move continunously through a series of machine operations,

(v) To determine the type of structure required on the basis of the type of product with full safety measures;

(vi) To provide service facilities for workers and machines;

(vii) To schedule the construction and installation of machinery.

Any planning exercise requiresof the planner a good knowledge of whatis involvedin the activity concerned,such

as the nature of the materials to be handled,their quality and the quantity, the processes they have to be subjected to,

inspection and quality control at various stages, assembly procedures, packing, etc. He should also know the sequence

of operations. He should look ahead beyond the immediate future and anticipate changes, modifications, additions,

deletions, etc., which may be forced upon his organisation as a result of expansion, obsolescence, diversification or

any other reasons, Hav'ng anticipated these, provision should be made to accommodate such changes.

While working on a factory layout plan, a very important aspect to be kept in mindis the fact that the movement

of materials from one stage of manufacture to the next should be minimal. Materials must move in streamline. Their

movement, back and forth, right andleft, involves wastage of human effort and time, both of which have a telling

effect on the efficiency of an organisation and the cost of a product.In industriallife, an economic andefficient usage

of all the factors of productionis the key to profitability and the ability to competein the market.

Industrial activities are of various kinds. Some involve very simple processes, while others are quite complex

ones. Yet a simple process need necessarily mean that it does not demand any thought or planning. Competitions in
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activities which involve simple process
via Peon tal ts is inevitabl

activities inv olving complex Processes, ni _¥ Greater, and therefore the utmost economyis called for. As for
It is obvious that a great deal of thoughtis given to planning.

shop Floor Planning
g given to planning

Shop floorplanning should be taken Up unit-wise, The entireyprises allied activities. In large: ; ;

cma a large mechanical sexing: the units are large and are further sub-divided for better control. For
¢ & Workshop would be broken down into several units — machine shop,forgingshop, welding shed, electroplating section, assemb sti ‘
subdivided into a lathe section, an automat 'y shop, testing house, and so on. The machine shop may beSection, ili i : :
sections should be properly plannedfor and | BennnB eaatiid i, ASL Teeaid out. The layout ofthe units i : ae

: TE “he : i its in the entire factory, and of the individual
machines and facilities within each unit demands adequate macro-planning and nisooliaaing

activity should be broken up into units. Each unit

mall industrialists do no .
dia amsing is unimportant ewea adequate Importance to planning their projects, because they believe

i involves verylittle expenditure, Soon, however, they discoverto their costthat.
because of inadequate planning, P ; etethere is an obstruction to the sm i ms

|
ooth flow of production, that production is hamperedand there are delays which step upthe costof production, and wipe out the profitability of a job.

At “reale realises that if a particular modificationis carried out, the bottleneck in production
may be cleared. the modification is minor, heis lucky. Without muchloss of production, it may be effected at u

reasonably low expense. However, ifit is a major one, he would curse himself for not having plannedforit in the
beginning, when the expense would have been much less.

Let us take a concerte case. Fig. 23.1 and 23.2 show twolayouts of a mechanical engineering workshop respectively.
In Fig. 23.5 layout No.1 wasthe initial idea of the planner. The workshopis small and in these days of the high cost of
the working space, machinesare laid out with the minimum space between them. Very often this space may be barely

adequate for the movement of men and materials.

It will be seen from the layouts that the workshopis divided into twounits, viz., a sheet metal unit and a machining

unit. There is a third unit, viz., assembly unit. After the assembly, the finished goodsare subjectedto final inspection
before being packed and sentto the finished good stores,

 

 

   
 

  

 

Fig. 23.1: |a
Simple Layout of a fou

Small-Scale
Raw Material & Finished G
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T
r Packing
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4 | Final
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It will be noticed that in Fig. 23.1 sheet metal workis on the left side, the machine shopisin the centre and the unit

assembly is on the right side. The finished product ofthe sheet metal shop has to pass through the machine shop in

order to reach the assembly area, This passage of sheet metal jobs through the machine shop is bound to cause

inconvenience. Generally, sheet metal jobs are bulky and require a considerable amount of space, both in the
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_,

Scttreaet mis and for their movement. As mentioned earlier the npeee between mipenines ls usually limited; and
during such nee may beeither inadequate for the movementin which case there will be a serious problem, o,
efficiencyofthe aun production work on the machines on cither side would be hampered. In either case, the

Actory would be adversely affected.

 
 

 

     

1 Fig. 23.2:
a
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5
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t ¥
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+
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¥
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+ t
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From Fig.23.3 it is obviousthat this problem has been eliminated by bringing the assembly area in between the two
operations of machining and sheet metal working. Cross movements have been completely eliminated.

Anotherfeature that will be noticed in the two layouts is the relative positions of the drilling and turning (lathe)
machines.Initially, the job was sentto the drilling machine after the raw material was cut to size; and thereafter it was

sentto the lathe for turning operations. Subsequently, it was realised that, after a hole wasdrilled in job materials, the

turning operation had become somewhatdifficult, and uneconomical. To avoid this, the job had to befirst turned, then
a hole drilledin it. This modification in the flow ofthe job resulted in its movement becoming repetitious,i.e., it had to
pass the samepoint three timesinstead of only once as it should have been. Here, again production efficiency suffered.
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It is obviousthat, in Fig, 23.3 th| , ; is repetiti
itidrilling and turning machines, In this fiat i Problemhas been overcomeby interchanging the positions of the

the riaeblineAbOW ati packing materia, om : raw materials store section has been broken upinto twoparts, one for
related unit, and in betweenis thefj nother for the sheet metal section, Each of them is on the side of thenished, go : i iti i

nai pacuasesthiewate bulky, ease boca lal Section. Often, sheet metals in raw condition are stored in the
No.2, the packing section is placed very neartl 7nateeeepweklngaisrilnea

cperpear tha Bodthed ses ie raw material stores Section, where packing materials are stored, andstores, intthus ensuring a minimal movement of materials.
The example giver aboveis a simple one In actu: ‘ i i i

exercise, thetefore, will be quits iiteresting ana Ctual practice, many constraints may be noticed, The planningtaxing,

Case Study

A small die-casting foundry, em
by the layout of the foundry. The dia
and productivity.

ploying 85 Persons, was in arrears and short of capital. Production was affectedTams showthe 'mprovementin the layout which resulted in increase in production

Fig. 23.3 shows the old layout under which the sides of casting, bl . immi

‘sata NUEcoApH Soe Lee ing, blocked up dueto arrears of work oftrimming.

ae a vei reset a per the new layout (Fig. 23.4) under which the work was quite smooth. Thereafter,trimming Output improved from pace-makingeffect of the day-shift casting directly on the trimming benches from the

being cast.

  Fig. 23.4:

New Layout
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Plant Layout and Factory Building

The subject of plant layout not only covers theinitial layout of machines and otherfacilities but encompasses
improvementin,or revisions of, the existing layoutin the lightof subsequent developmentsin the methodsofproduction,Inother words; x plant layoutis “a floor plan for determining and arranging the desired machinery and equipmentofaplant, whether established or contemplated, in the one best place to permitthe quickest flow of material at the lowestCost and with the least amount of handling in processing the product from the receipt of the raw materials to the
shipmentofthe finished products.”

A moresimple, clear and comprehensive definition is given by Knowels and Thomson.Theysay that a plant layout
involves;
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“(i) Planning and a

plants;
“Gi) The improy

Duringthe couplant and Tse of a

kept in view whil

—

—.

manufacturing Procedures.

equipmentare e
€ evaluating the plant layout:

Production technology and product-mix;

¢ ‘ments in layouts already in use in order to

—<«

Tanging manufacturing machinery, equipmentand services for thefirst time in completelyneWw

introduce new methods and improvement,
1

Ppraisal, considerable emphasis is laid on a proper andscientific plant layout as Onceth
Fected, it becomesdifficult and costly to change at a later stage. The following aspects ‘i

Efficient, economic and uninterrupted flow of human and materials resources,
Proper space for maintenance:
Future expansion/diversification of the project:
Safety precautions Particularly when explosive or bulky material is required to be handled:
Properlighting and ventilation;
Proper layout cf utilities and services and provisions for effluent disposal, where necessary;
Effective supervision of work; and
Proper storage and stacking space, where required.

The building designsare to be kept in conformity with the plant layout and construction ofthe building js to be
carried out by experienced architects and contractors unconnected with the promoters/managementgroup.
where process requirementenvisages special conditionslike air-conditioning,aircooling,
etc., it is ensured that duecare betakenin the designofthe buildings.

Importanceof Layout
The importanceof a layout lies in enhancing manufacturing function and supervision and control. Someofthe

advantagesare:

1.

2.

3

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

320

Economiesin handling,

Effective use of available area,

Minimisation of production delays,

Improved quality control,

Minimum Equipmentinvestment,

Better production control,

Better supervision,

4.

5:

6. Avoidance ofbottlenecks,

7d.

8.

9. Improvedutilisation of labour,

Improved employee morale,

Maximisation of production,

Avoidance of unnecessary and costly changes,

Increased revenues andprofits, and

Success of the enterprise.
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Considerations in Factory Layout
While choosing the layout for 4 factory the follow; . .
1. Nature of Product: The type of product ¢ Wing factors should be taken into consideration:

0light products can be moved easily to the ; i
;

nachinebe moved. Large and ‘heavy equipment reijuinesproduced through product layout while Process lsproducts. Quality and fragility of the prod ts

;eter affects plant layout in several ways. Small and
asuatly& or heavy and bulky products the machines may have to

ayout ‘ ays. One or a few standardised products can better be
weVales influer ore useful for producing large variety of non-standardised

ce the layout.
2. Volume of Production: Normally high. v 7 ‘ + :

production needs process layout, olume manufacturing requires product layout and low volume job
3, Materials Handling: The pattern of lay. : out de ; ;

handling plan.It is necessary to provide adequa Pends fo a great extent on the nature of materials and materials
, te spaceforstorage and adequate aisles for free movementof materials.4. Type of Equipment: Specifications of machinery and eGeneral purpose machinesneed a different|

location and movementofall machines and

quipmentare a prime consideration in factory layout.
pemut than specialised machines. Adequate space must be providedfor the
equipment.

5, Factory Building: Ideally, a building should be buil
might have to be modified to fit a given buildin
and storage area all affect the layout. The pla

(to suit the best factory layout. But in practice the layout
é- The covered area, the numberofstoreys, elevators andstairs, parking

nt site should also be consideredin choosing the layout for a factory.

6. ianee of Manufacture: The type of manufacturing process is single most important determinant of factory
layout. Continuous mar.ufacturing system requires a different sequence of machinesthan intermittent manufacturing.

4. Lighting and Ventilation: In laying outa factory adequate provision must be madefor lighting, ventilation and
heating. These are essential for the health, comfort and productivity of workers.

8. Service Facilities: The layout of a factory must include proper service facilities required for the comfort and
welfare of workers. These include canteen, lockers, drinking water,toilets, first aid, fire escapes, etc.

Sechnical and Engineering Services
Oneof the important aspects in the appraisal of projectsis the institutional evaluation of the technical and engineering

services. This becomesall the more importantin large-size projects. Technical and engineering services comprise
preparation of detailed drawings/designsofthe plant layout, detailed specifications of plant and equipment, arrangements
for process know-how, engineering know-howand consultancy, design andlayout ofutilities and serviceslike power,
water, steam, air supply, off-site facilities, etc. These also include the services for preparing tender documents for
complete civil works, selection and procurement of equipmentand their erection.

All the above services are sometimesentrusted to process and engineering consultants and in somecases, part of
the work including coordination at variouslevels is taken care of by the project managementteam of the concern. The
process consultants generally supply the essential know-how and basic engineering requirements. The engineering

vonsultants provide detailed information of the various facilities involved in the project, including design parameters,
Preparation of specifications, inviting quotations, and their analysis, recommendation for purchases and award of
‘ontracts, inspection of the equipment purchased, arrangements for shipping and handling of equipment, supervision
during construction/installation/erection of the equipment, assistance/supervision during commissioning ¢tc. Consultants

are often involved in the preparation of detailed project reports and in the furnishing of the information/clarification
required by the institutions during appraisal. The background of the consultants, their scale of operations, experience

on other projects and plants based on similar technology is looked into in depth. The possibility of infringement of
existing patents is also examined and an endeavourIs made to obtain necessary indemnity from the consultants.
Another important aspect examined while evaluating the adequacy of consultantis the err for technical pee:

Ofthe personnelin the plant of the collaborators. It is also necessary to make arrangementsfor in-plant training by the
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; ; for supervision during erection ap
representatives of the consultants, deputation of consultant's personnel

:

initi
i the plant

“sen

man
1 d initial operation of

2

a
mt ti of the perfor ce guarantees,

trial-runs an

‘ a good layout which places «

It is the responsibility of production managers and industrial CAEOsre manufacturinga in os
right equipmentatthe right position to be workedin the right mannerfor ek . the new materials, stores, intermediats
shortest possible time.” This inter alia meansthat the layout should be sucht 2 sninterruptedly. e

stores and work places should beinterlinked so that the production may flo
j ; value of the product but

The Report on Materials Handlingin Industry say that handling addsaeee capacity of existingta
the cost. The advantages of materials handling are: (i) Reduced asa wtae capital tied up in work-in-progress
especially stores; (iii) Better machine utilisation; (iv) Largeree a roduction control; (ix) Better inspectic :
(vi) Easier stock control; (vii) Less fatigue for operations; (viil) Moreefficient P ql
and control of quality; (ix) improvedsafety.

‘ ing can be avoided. The new
In Fig. 23.5 two layouts are shown to indicate how unnecessary material Meieame time, more space wet

ensures a smooth funciioning of the production channels at reduced cost. ade

available. A proper layout not only improves material handling operations but flan) sncrnanes the prodoction’agd
productivity per employee.

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

         

 
 

 

  
       
 

 

      
 

Fig. 23.5:
Layout of a Small- : +

Scale Unit and - ¥
Scope for STORE. MOULD

Modernisation is ; is -AREA 4 MILLING
Shown in these two a x

Diagrams Lt CUPOLA MACHINE

GRINDER i T +TO
; DRILL
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CUPOLA MILLING
MACHINE

GRINDER

DRILL

AREA MOULD SAND BLAST

Optimum Size of the Plant

Thescale and size of operationsofthe unit determineits efficiency and profitability. This is determined by the laws
of returns. Accordingly, an industrial unit, with a capital investment of Rs. 10 lakh in plant and machinery,is a small
unit. Earlier, even the number of workers employed was considered to be a factor determining the size ofthe plant.

In general, the following standards are employed to measure thesize of a unit:

Theflexibility of small-scale units create large-scale employment Opportunities, bring about a balanced and diversified

economic development, ensure a somewhatequitable distribution of wealth, and a proper growth ofthese units. They
survive for the following reasons: (i) individual tastes, (ii) changing fashions, (iii) widely fluctuating demand, ()
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Tg MEASUREOFSIZE

| |
Input Output

(a) Net worth (a) Volume of output

(b) Size of assets (b) Value of output
(c) Employment

(d) Raw material required

(e) Power needed

() Number and capacity of plant   
 

new power sources, (v) standardisation of components,(vi) short gestation period, (vii) greater motivation,(viii)
nature and process of production.

In other words, a small-scale unit can be easily formed. It has flexibility and ownership control. Such units are
most suitable because of limited demand and changing tastes, local market, limited capital needs, limited managerial
ability, limited riskofloss, shorter gestation period, reduced production lag, etc. Steinwall, in his book, Small and Big
Business, has pointed outthat small firms are protected by their good- will, customerloyalty, the individual markets
they possess, which the large firms conqueronly at considerable expense. They also enjoy special Governmentsupport
and patronage and ensure diversification of industries.

A firm may start and steadily move towards expansion in order to secure internal economiesof scale to a certain

extent, reduce costs and increase profits. After reaching a particular level, the law of diminishing returns or increasing
cost begins to operate and acts as a brake on further expansion. Under the existing conditions of techniques and
organisational know-how,a point is reached beyond which further growth becomes uneconomical and leads to waste
of efficiency. This level is probably knownasthe optimumlevel, indicating the mostprofitable combination of resources
providing equi-marginal utility or return. Prof. E.A.B. Robinson has observed: “By the optimum firm we must mean a
firm operating at that scale at which the conditions of technique and organising ability exist, and it has the lowest
average cost of production per unit, whenall these costs, which must be coveredin the long run, are included.”

The optimum size of the plant achieves equi-marginal returns from all resources or factors of production.It
indicates a rational allocation of resources and a combination of inputs to secure maximum output underexisting
economic conditions and maximum profit due to the lowest average cost.

The optimum levelofsmall industry organisationsis influenced by (a) technical production economies, (b) managerial
economies, (c) marketing economies and (d) nature, size andstability of demand.

CONCLUSION
The success of an enterprise to a greater extent depends upon the factory design andlayout. The location,
layout, amenities will influence productivity and facilitate better management. More importantly,the efficiency
of the production flow dependslargely on how well the various machines, productionfacilities and employee
amenities are located in a plant. In a properly laid-out plant, the movementofmaterials, from the raw material
Stage to the end productstage, is smooth and rapid; the movementis generally in a forward direction; the
materials do not criss-cross, or go backward and forward for further operations. Moreover, production
bottlenecks and delays are few, materials handling costs are reduced.

OO®
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Operating Modet for a Consutting Oxganisalon
j Profit trom tha experiance
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